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Fire rips through Rodgers
Chief said improper
protection system
increased damage
Jay Young
The BG News

A Bowling Green firefighter works to create a water line through the
second floor of Rodgers Hall. Fire Chief Joe Burns said this caused a

A bad visit home

delay and led to more damage on the top floor.

Forty-nine students lost their
homes, but no one was injured
Friday afternoon as a fire on the
east side of Rodgers Quadrangle
caused major damage to the top
floor.
Officials were told that the fire
started when a "headache candle" was left unattended by a top
floor resident. The candle caught
a stadium blanket near a love
seat on fire, and when she returned, the room was in flames.
Two resident advisers attempted to extinguish the blaze with
fire extinguishers, but by the
time they reopened the door to
the room, the smoke prevented
closing of the door.
Residents were moved to The
Commons cafeteria as the firefighters struggled to save the
east wing of Rodgers, which was
built in 1955. Joe Burns, Bowling
Green Fire Chief, said the age or
the building provided a big challenge.
"This was a very serious fire,"
Burns said "As far as fire

protection systems in this building, they have warning systems
to help people know there's a fire
and help them get out. But there
wasn't anything to help fight the
fire, a sprinkler system or a
stand pipe. We had to create our
own stand pipe with the aerial
ladder, and that took some time."
Firefighters ran their water
source through a second floor
room. Burns said the delay
played a role in the extent of the
damage.
"It was a complete burnout of
the entire hallway. It couldn't
have burned anymore," Burns
said. "Anywhere doors were
open, fire spread in there. We've
got a lot of fire damage."
A stairway door that was left
open caused damage to the area
between the floors, but closed
doors saved the rooms surrounding the hall.
Bryan Benner, Physical Plant
assistant director, said the fire
system saved lives and the area
surrounding the hallway.
"The fire door system and the
See DAMAGE, page three.

Residents stabilize lives after blaze
Jay Young
The BG News

Freshman Kelly Roser and third floor Rodgers resident adviser
Eve Jenkins react to the remains of the room where the fire
started Friday. Residents were allowed back on the top floor
over the weekend to remove their belongings.

While firefighters extinguished the fire Friday, students
and University employees spent
the weekend trying to clear the
smoke left in the residents' lives.
The effort began Friday when
Rodgers residents were taken to
the fnmmnn« cafeteria. There
students were asked to check In
to make sure everyone was accounted for.
Wayne Colvin, associate director of Student Housing, told the
residents the University would
set up phones so they could call
home and staff would find them a
place to live. Those who lived on
the top floor were provided with
a new place to live.
Tonla Stewart, associate to the
vice president for Student Affairs, said while area hotels were
an option, administration wanted
to keep students on campus.
"We want to keep them on
campus as much as possible because we think that would be better for them," Stewart said
Staff also gathered names of
students who were affected acaJ«y YouM/Tkt BG Newi
demically by the fire.
move their belongings over the weekend.
Students observe damage done to their former home
"We're collecting information
Saturday. Residents were permitted time to re|
regarding If students have
Christie Batt would have been
into
the
room
where
the fire
missed any classes or projects
'Those affected In Rodgers
and well be making phone calls will have access to charging started. Some cried and other in her top floor room during the
to the professors on Monday," books at the [University] book- shook their heads in disbelief as fire had It not been for an advisstore If they wish What we dont they saw a room with nothing but ing appointment. When she saw
Stewart said
pictures of smoke pouring out of
Students will be allowed to want to happen Is that they're in- a skeleton of a closet remaining.
the staircase window, which was
Students
entering
the
top
floor
convienced
and
we
don't
want
It
charge to their bursar account
located by her room, she became
saw
a
hallway
burnt
to
a
crisp.
to
lnterfer
with
their
studies,"
any books that need to be reMartini said. "Our job Is to make Fears of lost property looked like concerned that she had lost eveplaced.
rything.
"We have made arrangements sure the students are accomc- reality as students saw black
"I was scared I just got a real
room doors cracked from the
with the Bursar's office so they dated to get their books."
After Physical Plant em- heat. Behind the doors were trie sick feeling in my stomach," Batt
can charge their books again, or
said "They said expect the worst
any other miscellaneous Items ployees removed hazardous ma- students' belongings, for the
most
part,
like
they
had
left
them
and salvage whatever you can,
terials,
top
floor
students
were
that they might need," Stewart
allowed back In the building Sat- when the alarms sounded. The but it's not that bad at all. The
said.
Bursar Joseph Martini said the urday and Sunday to remove all most common problem was that [computer will probably have to
of smoke damage to clothing and
option is there for students who of their belongings.
See BLAZE, page three.
One by one, students peeked other items.
need it
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Students encouraged Please SPEAK UP and SlOW dOWII

to attend discussions

These days, it seems that everywhere a frozen student looks, they'll likely see something or other on
this new "building community" operation. But, does said
student know exactly what this means, or do they merely
flash the word "boring" through their frostbitten minds
and trudge on?
Unfortunately, the "indifferent" attitude seems to be
the general consensus among students when faced with
the community issues. The News believes students need
to become increasingly aware of the issues to be dealt
with in these upcoming discussions.
Among the topics to be brought up at these round-table
style meetings will be gender issues, race issues, student
service (under the schedule name of "Customer Service"), campus safety, and the topic which gets everyone
hot under the collar. Parking! The News will be printing
a schedule of these events daily, and information can be
obtained by calling 372-0467.
Also being discussed will be academic assessment policies alternative to the grade-based system which is used
here at the University. The News believes that all students, and particularly freshmen and sophomores,
should attend these discussions, as students cannot afford to be uninformed on this very important issue
which has caught the attention of many of the faculty
and administration, and could very well affect underclass students.
The general focus of the building community sessions
is to improve the overall quality and user-friendliness of
the University. The discussion sessions are all intended
to be very open and freely structured, containing no
specific agenda. The News believes that it is most important for students to become involved in all of these
sessions, and particularly those which concern them the
most.
Those not participating in the discussions have much
to lose. After all, this is a golden opportunity for disgruntled students to voice their gripes and concerns, and,
better yet, to be listened to.
As almost everyone learns, usually much too late, ignorance is not often bliss.

WARNING: When reading anything that bears the name "Dan
Gaffney," DO NOT TAKE HIM
SERIOUSLY. Dan has had a very
troubled life, all beginning with a
freak accident when he was" three
involving two circus bears, 300
pounds of Play-Doh and a ShopVac. Anyway, keep this in mind
as you read on and wonder, "Is
this guy serious?" 'cuz he's not.
At least we hope so.
Although the French are incapable of making roomy, sporty
cars that don't, for lack of a better word, suck, they have given
us many cultural treasures that
more than make up for their automobile incompetence. French
fries, French toast, French dressing, the French kiss, the Statue of
Liberty, the list goes on and on.
Unfortunately, this knowledge is
useless. Why? Because we are
the United States of America, the
biggest, baddest representative
democracy the world has ever
seen, and we could care less
about what other snail-eating
countries think.
Officials at this university,
however, seem to think that
learning about foreign lands and
their people will give us a better
appreciation for the world in
which we live, and that by
expanding our minds blah, blah,
blah. I realize that we are going
to a four-year school instead of a
two-year school so that we may
be a little more educated about
the world that surrounds us, but I
am surrounded by Ohio, English-speaking people, and occasionally hundreds of drunk college students. I have NEVER

Gaffne
been surrounded by a Spanish
neighborhood, a French market
or a German factory, and when if ever - I AM, I will seek out an
English-speaking individual so I
could get my butt out of there
ASAP.
I mean, if their countries are so
great, how come tens of
thousands of people are trying to
become U.S. citizens, whereas
only six or seven losers - all
commies without any friends left the U.S. to become citizens
of other countries? THINK about
it: if you went to a "supposedly"
good restaurant and the only
other person trying to get in was
a loner with a shotgun mumbling
to himself, while half the people
inside were doing whatever it
took to get OUT, wouldn't you
want to know why?
Sure, lots of Americans go
overseas, but that's with a passport, which says you'll return to
your country of orgin after a.)
you get tired of having to say, "In
ENGLISH, please!" or b.) you
catch some sort of weird disease.
Visas, on the other hand, say that
they (citizens of other countries)
will do their damnedest to stay in
the United States, even if that requires marrying a total stranger
with poor personal hygiene habits and doing his/her dirty
laundry for a couple of years.

Back to the University,
however. We are told that a foreign language will come In handy
for the rest of our lives. Now, I
don't know about you, but I have
already forgotten most of the
French I learned In high school,
except for swear words and "Je
na parle pas francalse," which
means, "I do not speak French."
The Spanish that I learned here
hasn't faded away as much, but
the phrases that I DO remember
are about as helpful I know how
to say that my car is red, the
wind is blowing, and other equally useless stuff. They never
taught me how to say, "Where is
the nearest ATM?" or "What the
hell am I eating?" or "I'll put MY
gun down when YOU put YOUR
gun down." As far as I know,
though, it doesnt matter, because most eight-year olds in
Spain can speak English as well
as the average American high
school sophomore.
What the University SHOULD
be teaching us is how to talk with
other Americans that don't speak
our language, by which I
meanGreat Lakes English. I used
to work in a small factory that
made accessories for fishing
boats. Most of the world's fishing
boats, however, are made in the
South, where they speak Southern English, or in Louisiana,
where they speak a mixture of
extremely fast Southern English
and French I was always on the
phone with Larry, a manager
from Bass Cat Boats, but I hardly
ever understood him: "HlyathisihLah-rehyfrohBahCahBoah,
we'dliketahplaysenorde-

hofje-suis-vous-allezles-biblloteque-sil-vous-plait?" I
would have to ask him to slow
down 20 or 30 times, and then,
only through careful word association, was I able to figure out
that Larry wanted a dozen keys.
Now I'm not saying that nobody should learn another foreign language - just the opposite! That way, these people
could travel to other lands and
help teach English. You see,
other countries start teaching
English when their kids are. seven - coincidentally when we start
teaching our kids proper condom
usage. This would only require a
small group of people to learn a
foreign language, and the rest of
us would have been able to learn
geography so we would stop getting Alabama and Canada mixed
up on map tests.
Am I suggesting that we scrap
language programs? No. I'm just
saying that I spent four semesters learning Spanish, yet when I
actually went to a Spanish-speaking country, it took me five
minutes to realize that if you
slow, down, and, SPEAK, UP,
YOU, CAN, TALK, TO, ANYBODY. ITS, THAT, SIMPLE. At
least I think so. To be honest, I
didn't understand a thing they
said. Except for all the swear
words. THOSE were clear as a
bell.
Dan Gaffney is a trilingual illiterate, which means he can't read
in three languages.
You can write him, IN ENGLisa,
at
d g a f fnedbgnet.bgsu.edu. Muchas
gracias, les estudiantes.
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America should reach out pr give up
In the heat of the debate about
deficit reduction, the flat tax
proposal, welfare and Medicare
reform, the nation seems to be
unable to come to grips with basic issues. The economy is not all
that bad with unemployment
hovering around its natural rate
of 5 percent in the aggregate.
That is not comforting to the
unemployed. All politicians
agree on the need to create well
paying jobs. Repeated ad
nauseam, hearing it creates a
kind of skepticism that is associated with finding aliens in
UJ-.Os.
The major problem in the labor
market currently is the fact that
firms are finding it very difficult
to recruit the type of skill they
need in the face of the most rapid
change in technology, unlike anything experienced before. It is
like the race between the hare
and the tortoise when it comes to
technology and skill and creation. Only this time the slow and
steady doesn't seem to win.
Those in the extreme and in the
main stream - i.e. those who
build walls and develop tunnel

vision and those who do not t need to get together and realize
that the only way, they can create
well paying jobs,is by enhancing
skills by investing in human capital, which needs continued action. The top priority now is to
invest in education and training,
a shared responsibllty between
the government and its people. It
is far more complex than is realized by those currently seeking
victory at the polls by politicizing
the Issue. The average foreigner
is proving to be more competitive, in markets and resources
that are increasingly becoming
interdependent. Knowledge
based industries scattered all
over the world, occupy center
stage and the stakes are uniform
in this world of WWW dot. More
than ever before, training for enhancing skills means long term
survival. Isolation In this Silicon
Age is a pipe dream. It may have
been good for the U.S. In the era
of colonialism. Unfortunately
some of us quite Influential still
live in that age.
A politician starts with embracing an Ideology, that is con-

servative, liberal, etc., and gets
caught in the middle of a set of
complex and changing ideas and
begins to shift ground. Issues are
becoming more and more bipartisan. Failure to recognize
this fact, and the pressure of
lobbying has led to a government
of, by and for the lobby, very
different from what Lincoln believed. If ever there was a liberal, he was the foremost Republican. So much for chasing labels.
History too is subject to lobby
and sold through the tube like a
packaged detergent Virtues like
hard work, compassion, good
neighborlinesss and taking personal responsibility are human
traits found here and in varied
proportions around the globe
since we started living on It, and
not as we are told, the exclusive
monopoly of the carpetbaggers
of American economic history.
Home owners, businesses and
congressmen can never realize
their dreams by balancing their
budgets. Moving from barter to
money, and from money to credit
is called progress. Loans build
nations and win wars. The issue

is more than the deficit. It is how
efficiently funds are invested.
The deficit is only an admission
of the failure to govern efficiently. Merely eliminating it will not
create the dream world. It not
only affects the Federal and
many state governments but also
the firm, the household and the
foreign trade sectors. It cannot
be fully dealt with unless all the
sectors pull together and share in
their responsibllltes.
The talk now Is about creating
a deaf government by breaking
up the Commerce Clause of the
Constitution and dismantling the
Union. It took over two hundred
years to build the system. In less
than two decades it is being dissolved. It is something like what
Is happening to the British monarchy. Everywhere there Is a
mood to break up and cop out
than to take the heat and make
things work. Everyone in Washington wants to go to heaven, but
no one is willing to die for it.
V.N.Krishnan
Professor Emeritus (Economics) BGSU

—
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Community responds to BG fire

Looking On

Dawn Keller and Jay Young
The BC News

Jay Young/The BG Ntwt

Ed Whlpple, University vice president for Student Affairs, observes the top floor fire at Rodger*, Friday. Whlpple said the use
of candles Is something that will have to be discussed In the future.

What began as just another day
for most University students
turned Into a day they will never
forget as a cloud of smoke hung
above the east side of Rodgers
Quadrangle.
Dave Tjmff"""" lives in the
Phi Kappa Tau house, which is
right next to the east wing. He
said the people In his house were
evacuated as the fire grew larger.
"I Just heard a bunch of people
and all this commotion out in the
courtyard," Lamancusa said. "I
rolled down my window and on
the fourth floor I Just saw the entire room with flames coming out
and glass melting."
Sophomore Jason Amador said
he was in his room in Rodgers
when he learned about the fire.
"I was in the ground floor of
my room and all of a sudden I
heard fire alarms going off,"
Amador said. "I was a little
scared."
Sophomore Tim Carson also
lives on the ground floor.
"I Just saw glass melting and
flames coming out the windows,"
Carson said.

Rodgers resident Susie Stanich
was working in The Commons
when someone ran in and said
there was a fire. She thought they
were Joking until she ran out and
saw flames coming out of the
room across from hers.
"It was unbelievable, amazing.
I couldn't believe it was happening," Stanich said.
Sophomore Laura Zakofsky
was Just getting to class when
her roommate rushed into the
classroom to tell her there was a
fire in her hall in Rodgers.
"I thought it was no big deal,"
she said, "Maybe some burnt
popcorn."
University professors encouraged students to communicate
with their professors about any
inconvenience the fire may cause
them.
"My perspective is that the
faculty would be very understanding," said Fiona MacKinnon-Slaney, also a professor of
higher education. "It's a tramautlc situation for the students Involved. Accomodations can be
made if students make professors aware of what's taking
place."
Journalism professor Catherine Cassara said she agreed stu-

Code indicates student must pay
Jay Young
The BC News

While the Rodgers fire might
carry the University's common
living standards damage policy
to an extreme, it indicates those
responsible for the fire will have
to pay for the damages.
- The common living standards,
which every student is given
when they sign a housing agreement, states damage will be con-

sidered either accidental or malicious.
"Damage incurred as a result
of unauthorized room modifications will be considered malicious," the policy states.
The cause of the Rodgers fire,
a burning candle, is against room
modifications.
Wayne Colvin, associate director of student housing, said a decision on who will pay for the
damage has not been made.

"That's yet to be determined," pie said.
Colvin said it might be time to
Colvin said. "We're going to have
to find out what the estimates are adjust the policy.
and it will be determined by the
"We've always had a policy
University's insurance company
and the financial officers of the that you're not allowed to burn
candles," Colvin said. "We have
institution."
Ed Whlpple, vice president for not had a policy that doesn't alStudent Affairs, said it might be low the possession of candles.
time to find better ways to en- One of the questions now is do we
change the policy to say no canforce the candle burning policy.
"I think that's a definite Issue dles are allowed at all in the
that has to be discussed," Whip- buildings?"

"Nothing was burnt, It was just
a little smoke damage," Meyer
said.
Meyer, who was moved to
McDonald Quadrangle, said the
only thing she had to throw away
was a rug because of water damage. She said people were very

sisting the students were a big
supportive.
"Everybody was more than help.
willing to give us boxes, rags,
"It was great," Ginsburg said.
buckets and help us carry stuff
"We really appreciated all of the
out," Meyer said.
help that they gave us. They realMichael Ginsburg, Rodgers ly helped us get everyone relohall director, said the people as- cated on campus quickly."

BLAZE
Continued from page one.

toe replaced for sure, but it looks
like a lot of the clothes and things
can be washed."
Andrea Meyer, a top floor resident, said she was thankful most
of her things were not damaged.

The Building Community Task Force's

Focus on February
1H1 Olscamp Hal
Discussion groups start Monday and will meet throughout
the week. Below is Wednesday's schedule. The News will
print the following day's schedule during the week.
Customer Service
Faculty and Staff Working Together
Open Communication Within and Across Areas
Increasing Access to Information on Campus
Ideas for Building and Enhancing Trust
Heavy Workloads
Participatory Leadership
Moving Toward a Learning Community
Teaching, Research, and Service
Faculty Development
Staff Career Development and Training
Mentoring Across Campus
Cross-Disciplinary Teaching
Building and Supporting Diversity on Campus
What's in a Name? Titles at BGSU
The Budget and Allocation of Resources
Addressing Concerns of Part-Time Faculty
Alcohol Abuse Among Students
Community Building Spaces on Campus
Opportunities for Interaction Outside the Class
Faculty Advising
Concerns of International Students
Strategic Planning
University Reward Structures
Creating a Safe Community

\#&***£

5:15-6:30 p.m.
8:30-10 a.m.
10:15-11:45 a.m.
12:15- 1:30 p.m.
3:30 - 5 p.m.
3:30 - 5 p,m,
5:15-6:30 p.m.
8:30- 10 a.m.
10:15-11:45 a.m.
1:45-3:15 p.m.
1:45 -3:15 p.m.
1:45-3:15 p.m.
1:45-3:15 p.m.
12:15-1:30 p.m.
12:15-1:30 p.m.
8:30- 10a.m
3:30 - 5 p.m.
5:15-6:30 p.m.
5:15-6:30 p.m.
10:15-11:45 a.m.
12:15-1:30 p.m.
12:15-1:30 p.m.
1:45-3:15 p.m.
3:30 - 5 p.m.
5:15 - 6:30 p.m.

College Press Service
WASHINGTON -- Targeting
thousands of college students
worried about tuition cost. President Clinton emphasized his support for education.
'Today, higher education is
more important than ever before," Clinton said. "We should
work hard to open doors even
wider."
Clinton enumerated a number
of proposals suring his speech,
many of them surprisingly costly
at a time when a Republican-

controlled Congress seeks to
curb government spending.
Education groups are cautiosly
applauding Clinton's proposals,
voicing their concern that some
ideas might be too pricey. The
merit-based scholanhip, for Instance, would cost an estimated
$125 million annually.
"Of course we were glad to
hear [Clinton's] defense of direct
lending and the AmerlCorps programs," said Kazim Ali, vice
president of the U.S. Student Association, a group that lobbies for
federal aid to students.
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We mvtte you to Join me Homecoming Committee
to help program an EXCITING week of FESTIVITIES
MEETING TIME:
Monday, February 5
Tart Room
(3rd floor University union)
8:00 p.m.
Refreshment* wl be served
For more Info. 2-7164
GET INVOLVED!

Groups applaud
Clinton's iceas

Kaplan students gats the most
complete tost preparation materials
available including computeranalyzed practice tests, home-study
materials, books, software, and a
training library. And at Kaplan,
we've got experienced teachers
who really car*.

ielps you tocus your
GRE studies and build your
confidence so .
highi-r score

JqrVluliniKNm
The Rodgers restroom was one of several areas that was heavily damaged during Friday's fire. Closed doors saved many of the rooms surrounding the origin of the blaze.
dents should inform faculty voicemail," Cassara said. "Voice
members right away.
mall always carries a date and a
time, so they will know when you
"Students need to alert thelr call."
professors as soon as possible.
She added students should then
The faster students let professors know the better. It doesn't go in person and explain the situmatter if it's through e-mail or ation.

DAMAGE
Continued from page one.

didn't happen at night. We're also
fortunate that it occurred when
people were around to see something happen."
Burns agreed, saying the results could have been a lot worse.

alarm system worked really
well," Benner said. "It contained
it to that area. Smoke damage is
really minimal beyond that particular area, so we were lucky
there."
Benner, who walked the roof
following the fire, said there was
no damage to the top of the building. Though he had no damage
estimate, Benner said it will take
some time to repair the damaged
floor.
"We're figuring about four
weeks. About a month's worth of
work to get It totally restored,"
Benner said.
Ed Whlpple said while the repairs could entail "some significant costs," he was glad nobody
was Injured.
"I think we're very fortunate
that no one was hurt," Whipple
said. "We're very fortunate It

llB -G
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"That's one thing that I'm
grateful for: It was during the
day and everyone was awake,"
Bums said. "If It was something
in the evening, with a fire like
this, there might have been a lot
of Injuries."
All but the top floor residents
of Rogers were allowed back in
the building Friday evening. A
few firefighters remained on the
top floor throughout the night to
insure that hot spots did not relgnite.
Top floor students were given
time over the weekend to remove
their belongings from Rodgers.

The Office of Sponsored Programs
and Research Committee (FRC) wish to
congratulate the following recipients of the
1996-97 FRC Research Grants:
Major Grant Awardee
Kimberly With

BMoghai

Basic Grant Awardees
Richard Anderson

Psychology

CuitiS Bennett

Mathematics and Statkbca

Roger Bennett

Blue. Administration i Supervision

Emily Freeman-Brown A*** performance stud*

George Bullerjahn

Biological Sciences

John Cable

Chemlaty

Catherine Cassara

Journalism

Kurt Deshayes

Chemistry

James Foust

Journalism

Andrew Glass

Mathematics and Statistics

Susan Grogan

Communication Disorders

Jane Harvill

Applied Statistics a Operations Research

Carol Hess

Music Composlton/mslory

Cart Holmberg .

Popular Culture

Mark Houston

Marketing

Shane Johnson

Finance

Wendy Manning

Sociology

Kevin Pang

Psychology

Edsel Pena

Mathematics and Statistics

Linda Pertusati

Ethnic Studies

Movses Pogossian

Music Performance Studies

Lakshmidevi Pulakat

Biological Sciences

Gregory Rich

MatkeUng

1-800-KAP-TEST

get a higher score

KAPLAN

Study Hard
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Colleges, universities will
respond to program cuts
The Associated Press
COLUMBUS - Officials at colleges and universities in Ohio
will be given a chance to respond
to the latest recommended cuts
in doctoral programs, said a
member of the state's board of
regents.
Since last year, the Ohio Board
of Regents has examined doctoral programs in an effort to reduce state funding. In the latest
round, the board ordered reviews
of doctoral programs In English,
business, engineering, physics,
law, chemistry and education
administration.
Six schools were advised to
make changes in their programs
or they could lose funding.
Doctoral programs in English
could be shut down at the University of Toledo, Kent State
University and the University of
Cincinnati based on reviews by
the regents.
The English review panel recommended eliminating money
for Toledo's doctorate in English

and said Kent State should stop
enrolling English doctoral students. It was suggested that the
University of Cincinnati be given
18 months to revise its English
program or lose state money.

"We're offering
institutions a lot of
opportunity to talk to
the chancellor and to
the board about these
recommendations
before a decision is
made."
William Napier
Regents
The panel recommended keeping English programs at Ohio
University and Bowling Green
State University ~ with some
changes. Ohio University, the
panel said, should revise its pro-
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gram and review it again in three
years. Bowling Green should
stop teaching literature and creative writing, the panel said.
Toledo also could lose two
other doctoral programs. Panels
reviewing business and physics
recommend that the university
improve those disciplines within
three years or lose funding.
The business group also recommended that the regents cut
funding for business doctoral
programs at Cleveland State
University and Kent State If they
do not improve.
The chemistry and education
administration panels have not
yet submitted reports. The
panels for law and engineering
recommended no cuts.
Regents Vice Chancellor William Napier said panels reviewed
programs based on their
strengths and need.
The panel recommendations
are the first of three steps in the
regents' review process. A committee on state investment will
look at the recommendations and
report to the regents, who will
vote on each issue.
In November, a panel reviewed
history programs and recommended that regents give three
universities three years to shape
up before considering ending
state subsidies. But two weeks
later, the regents cut state funding without a grace period.
The regents won't move as fast
this time, Napier said. The investment committee will make
its recommendations this week
and the board will vote March 15.
"We're offering institutions a
lot of opportunity to talk to the
chancellor and to the board about
these recommendations before a
decision is made," he said.

Okay, so here's the deal....
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JoAnn Collins of Fairborn, Ohio, leads a group of hardy soul* out of the Icy waters Into temperatures
hovering around 5 degrees at Silver Lake near New Carlisle, Ohio, Saturday. The annual event la
sponsored by the "Silver Lake Ice Dippers."

Ohio State troopers wary
following recent shooting
The Associated Press

Troopers arrested 296 people He was shot in the back as he apfor carrying concealed weapons proached a car driven by MaxCOLUMBUS - The fatal shoot- and, in those cases, seized SIS well White of Reynoldsburg.
ing of a State Highway Patrol guns. Born said. Fifty-one patrol White, 30, has pleaded innocent
trooper during a traffic stop last officers were assaulted, with to aggravated murder.
month reminded other troopers suspects having weapons in 20 of
Trooper Donald Ebie of the
that there Is no such thing as a those cases.
Massillon post said Gross' death
routine traffic stop.
reminds him to be more careful. '
Trooper Cralg Seltz, of the De"It makes you 200 times more \
laware post, considers himself
cautious," said Ebie, 38. "Even If _
lucky that he's never been shot.
you don't get shot and no fire is ;
The 11-year veteran has worked
exchanged, it's a very harrowing
mostly midnight-to-8-a.m. shifts.
thing, because it plays with your
"On midnights, we watch for
psyche for a while, and you need '
everything," said Seltz, 33. "I've
support to handle that"
.;
Craig Seitz
taken lots of guns off people, and
Lee Sredniawa of the Ashland;
every time it started with a traftrooper of the Delaware post post was wounded when he re-j
fic stop for weaving or improper
sponded to a call to back up an
lane change.
Ashland County sheriff's deputy '■
More than once, Seitz said he who was searching for a robbery :
"There's no way to tell when
you stop a person if they have a has returned home after arrest- suspect on Jan. 14, 199S. The de- j
gun," he said. Seitz has confis- ing someone who had a gun and puty, John Gisclon, was killed.
thought, "I was very lucky last
cated more than 100 weapons.
"We make regular traffic stops :
The patrol's 1,400 troopers last night."
every day, but they're never rou-:
Trooper James R. Gross, of the tine," Sredniawa said. "Grandma !
year stopped more than 1.8 million drivers to issue warnings, ci- patrol's Ashland post, was not
or Grandpa or the kids in the car
Gross, 27, was fatally shot dur- cou Id be the last person you ever ;
tations or tickets, said patrol
spokesman Sgt. John Born.
ing a traffic stop early on Jan. 19.

"There's no way to
tell when you stop a
person if they have a
gun."
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Coroner may face
criminal charges
The Assosicated Press

"AKRON - A grand jury will
begin considering criminal charges against Summit County
Coroner William Cox next week,
the Akron Beacon Journal reported Sunday.
Robert D. Horowitz, the Stark
County prosecutor who was appointed special prosecutor to investigate allegations against Cox,
confirmed Saturday that he will
begin presenting the case to the
grand Jury next week, the newspaper said.
Cox has been under investigation for his use of the
county morgue to conduct a private autopsy practice.
A message seeking comment
was left at the coroner's office on
Sunday. There was no answer to
calls at Cox's home.
Moving to the grand jury
means that the criminal investigation is completed, at least
for now, Horowitz said.
"Whenever you present a case
to the grand jury, there often are
unanticipated requests that require further investigation," he
said. "After presentation of the
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Duckies ... Duckies ... Duckies

available evidence, there may or
may not be additional witnesses
or additional evidence the grand
jury wants to hear."
For now, only employees of the
coroner's office have been subpoenaed, Horowitz said. But he
didnt rule out the possibility that
other witnesses would be called.
A seven-month investigation
by the Ohio Ethics Commission
provided much of the evidence
Horowitz relied on In deciding
there were grounds to seek an
indictment against Cox, the prosecutor said
Horowitz would not discuss the
evidence that is to be presented
against Cox but said the case is
complicated.
"This is a more complex case
than a simple case with simple
witnesses," he said. "We could
end up subpoenaing additional
documents, bringing people
back, expanding the [witness] list
or narrowing the list, depending
on what's heard."
In 1993, the coroner's office
asked then-county Prosecutor
Lynn Slaby whether Cox could do
private-practice autopsy work
for other counties.
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Pepe the cowboy monkey rounds up a gaggle of ducks from atop
his border collie mount Saturday at the 47th Homestead Cham-

Champion steer lawsuit continues
The Associated Press

COLUMBUS - When Matt Miller won $12,000 for his steer at
the 1994 Ohio State Fair, he was
thinking about spending the
money on college. Instead, his
family has paid more than twice
that in legal fees to fight for his
reputation.
Tests found a trace amount of
the illegal drug clenbuterol in
' Matt's reserve champion steer.
The Millers, who live near Arcanum, say they never administered clenbuterol to the animal
and 'believe it may have been
passed to the steer, as an embryo,
from its mother.
. An examiner that the Ohio Expositions Commission hired rec-

ommended Matt's exoneration.
But the commission disqualified
Matt after a closed meeting last
year. The case is in the Franklin
County Court of Appeals.
"It's something my wife and I
and Matt decided when this first
happened," said his father, Gary
Miller. "We would use up all the
resources we had to fight this until we had no more fight left."
Another lawsuit by the Millers
and other exhibitors accusing the
commission of violating the
state's open-meetings law Is in
Franklin County Common Pleas
Court.
The Millers' legal bills would
be much higher, but their
Columbus attorney, David Pryor,
stopped charging them.

"I believe in this kid," Pryor
said. "I've put in a lot of my own
time on this case, but I don't regret it. I'm confident that somehow this system will correct itself."
Before the troubles began, the
elder Miller was a self-employed
contractor.
"It seems like I spent most of
last year more worried about this
thing than worried about a job,"
he said. "I kind of neglected what
I was doing. For half that year, I
was just worried about getting
this thing over.
"Since then, I went to work for
a big contractor."
The family is considering a
second mortgage.
"We've got another son that is

THE UNDERGRADUATE STUDENT GOVERNMENT
YOU CAN CHANGE THE FACE OF BGSU

Apply for 1996-1997

in college," Miller said. "So far,
we've been hanging in there with
him."
Meanwhile, Matt awaits the
outcome of his legal battle and
the repayment of legal bills.
"I was thinking about going to
college, but it's hard to pay for
that and the lawyer," he said. He
works for a fertilizer company
near the family's home.
Yet he doesn't regret not walking away from the fight long ago.
"No way," Matt said. "When
you get accused of doing something you haven't done, you're
not going to quit."

ploDshlp Rodeo in Homestead, Fla. The rodeo includes traditional cowboy events and continued through the weekend.
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USG & UAO encourages all
students to participate in
BGSU town meetings with
President Ribeau
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in 405 Student Services
• Petitions due Feb. 14th at 12:00 p.m.
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• Mandatory meeting for all candidated on the 2nd
floor landing of student services on Feb. 14th
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First U.S. soldier dies in action in Bosnian mission
James Hannah
The Associated Press
LAKEVTEW, Ohio - The television In the dimly lit room carried
the reports over and over - Sgt.
1st Class Donald A. Dugan of
nearby Belle Center was the first
U.S. soldier to die in action since
the peace mission began in Bosnia.
Gathered on a couch in the
family room were Betty Dugan,
his ex-wife, and their two children. They sat quietly in a relative's trailer home and spoke softly to reflect and mourn the loss
of a soldier and a father.
"He was a good person. He was
strong, strong-headed," Betty
Dugan said. "He was a good
father. He was a good husband."
She said she got word of his
death on Saturday.
"We were worried that he was
in Bosnia," she said
Dugan, 38, was killed Saturday
in northern Bosnia when he apparently stepped on a land mine.
He Is the ninth alliance soldier to
die since NATO began deploying
to the Balkans in December.
"We believe he was on foot"
and manning the checkpoint, said
Army spokesman, Lt. Bill Donovan.
Dugan, who was assigned to a
unit based in Germany, was pronounced dead at the 212th mobile
Army surgical hospital nearby.
His body arrived at Ramstein
Air Base in Germany on Sunday,
but no details were available on
when he would return to the
United States.
In Heidelberg, U.S. Army
spokesman Klaus Praesent said
that Dugan's remains were taken
from Ramstein to a nearby hospital for an autopsy.
Earlier Sunday at Tuzla Air
Base, two columns of about 20

soldiers stood at attention while
six soldiers unloaded Dugan's
flag-draped, metal casket from a
vehicle.
A U.S., NATO and 1st Cavalry
flag were carried by three other
soldiers during the 20-minute
ceremony, which was attended
by 1st Armored Division Commander Maj. Gen. William L.
Nash and his deputy Brig. Gen.
Stanley F. Cherrle.
Dugan had been with the 1st
Battalion of the 1st Calvary until
he was deployed to Bosnia on the
peace mission.
Nine soldiers of the NATOled
force in Bosnia-Herzegovina now
have died and more than 40, including three Americans, have
been injured since the deployment began, most In mine accidents.
Dugan joined the Army in 1978
and became a career military
man, serving as a recruiter and
drill sergeant throughout the
world. He was sent to Bosnia in
December.
Lisa Dugan, his 19-year-old
daughter, questioned the reason
behind her father's death.
"I don'l understand why my
father is dead, because he was
supposed to be over there keeping peace," she said. "I would
like Bill Clinton to explain that to
me."
Fifteen-year-old Donald recalled several fishing trips with
his father.
Dugan was married to his first
wife in 1975, but they were divorced in 1983. Betty Dugan, 37,
TW Aitoci.tr d Pren
said they remained friends.
Dugan was one of six brothers The casket of Sgt. 1st Class Donald Allen Dugan, 38, assigned to 1st honor ceremony onto a C-130 transport plane bound for Ransteln air
and sisters. He also leaves be- Battalion, 1st Cavalry, from Belle Center, Ohio, is transported In an base, Germany on Sunday.
hind a wife, Mimi, who lives in
Germany.
Sunday. Several family members comfort each other. He said he from Kenton, was a classmate smartest kids In our class," she
His mother, who lives near had gathered at her home.
had no information on funeral ar- and graduated with Dugan at said. "He got along with everyKenton in Hardin County, did not
John Dugan, Donald's brother, rangements.
Ridgemont High School in 1975. body."
want to talk with reporters on said the family was trying to Kathy Caliill, a 38-year-old
"He was very smart, one of the

Forbes' ads flood New Hampshire

GRCCNRRinn, INC.
Announces two new buildings at Campbell Hill
for Fall 1996

event. But they are troubling
nonetheless, representing the
number of Forbes and Dole ads
WASHINGTON - As if the that appeared the week before
polls showing Steve Forbes pull- last on Boston television - the
ing even or ahead In New Hamp- most Important way of reaching
shire aren't worrisome enough to voters in New Hampshire's Feb.
Bob Dole, consider this score- 20 political primary. And for the
other Republican candidates, the
board: Forbes 516, Dole 71.
The figures aren't from any Forbes edge is even more loppoll or preference ballot at a GOP sided.
John King
The Associated Press
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A panel of emiritus
professors will advise BGSU
faculty on their experiences
as retirees.
7:30 pm February 8,1996
Towne Room, University Union
Panelists will be Ramona Cormier, Bob
Goodwin, Jan Pallister, Joe Perry, Karl Vogt, Bill
York, Hal Londe will be moderator.
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Feb. 20, that exposure will grow
to perhaps 200 Forbes ads, compared to roughly 35 for Dole, according to a Dole campaign
analysis.
It isn't just the sheer ad volume
that has the other campaigns so
frustrated by Forbes. He has
used his ads to change the tenor
and focus of the campaign, frustrating the strategies of candidates who entered the race
months before him.
Dole and most other candidates
began the race believing Republican primary voters would be
thrilled that their party had finally taken control of Congress and
would view the presidential

2 bedroom, furnished or unfurnished, gas heat
anil water included, air conditioning

Rachel Baker
Julie Keller
Michelle Klingshit
Amy Bandfield
Dawn Basham
Cindy Mikolajenski
Carrie Bilderback 'Erin Rinehart
Erin Blosser
'Laura Roth
'Amanda Bohardt 'Kyle Russ
Molly Geiger
Sheri Stauffer
Jaime Swisher
Bridgette Grills
'Nikki Isaacs
Lisa Terwilliger
Sandy Jackson
'Rose Toth
Amyjalon
Tanny Vonthron
'Nicole Chaput
'Jen Elseser
'Christine Hoge

It is an advantage that the
other campaigns have no way of
overcoming as they scramble for
a way to derail Forbes; by using
his own personal fortune to pay
for his campaign, the multimillionaire publishing heir can ignore the spending limits imposed
on other candidates.
"If his name wasn't Forbes
Malcolm, he wouldn't be a serious candidate for mayor of a city
In New Jersey," former Tennessee Gov. Lamar Alexander complained last week.
As of last week, Forbes was
spending money on New Hampshire and Boston TV at a rate that
suggests the average New
Hampshire resident would have
already seen 135 of his ads. By

Xil
y

inch complete salad bar and hot bar
ana unlimited beverage
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Weekend weather
conditions in U.S.
reach record lows

Marching right along

Roger Patterson
The Associated Press
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Two girls march along ID the Veteran'! Day parade to Zanesvtlle,
Ohio Saturday morning. Although rain, mow and sleet canceled

parades across the state, Zanesvllle endured and paid homage to
their veterans.

DA offers liberal law enforcement
San Francisco's Hallinan seeks alternatives to locking up criminals
Richard Cole
The Associated Press
SAN FRANCISCO - Lock up
young crack dealers and throw
away the key?
No, mentor them.
Sweep the streets of prostitutes?
Fine, but hand them over to the
city health department, not the
vice squad.
Target the upcoming generation of super-predators?
Yes, but involve them in community activities and Golden
Gloves competitions, not arrests
and prosecutions.
These liberal proposals spring
from San Francisco's top law enforcement official, former Golden Gloves boxer and new District
Attorney Terence "Kayo" Hallinan.
Critics say Hallinan, 59, seems
to have missed the tough-oncrime themes of the 1980s and
"90s. Hallinan says his critics
miss the point.
"I see the pendulum swinging
back the other way," he says.
"Locking everybody up for
longer periods of time has not
made people feel safer. It's leading to mounting costs in terms of
prisons, tying up courts and
imprisoning huge sections of the
population."
Forced off the governing
Hoard of Supervisors by term limits, Hallinan jumped into the
district attorney's race last year,
first knocking off the 16-year in-

cumbent, then beating his veteran deputy in a December runoff.
Hallinan concedes few cities
would elect a lawyer-politician
with his views as district attorney. But San Francisco likes
underdogs, and the promotion of
unpopular causes is a Hallinan
family tradition.
Most famously, his late father,
Vincent Hallinan, successfully
defended Harry Bridges, the
longshoremen's union leader accused of lying about being «a
communist.
The elder Hallinan also ran for
the presidency on the leftist
Progressive Party ticket.
"That's the way we were
raised," the son says. "My father's father was a union organizer.
They left Ireland due to poverty
and turmoil, and one of my relatives had been involved In the
IRA (the Irish Republican
Army)."
As a youth, Hallinan had a few
brushes with the law. Once, he
and others beat up a group of
Coast Guardsmen to steal a sixpack of beer. His family lived In
Marln County north of San Francisco, and the district attorney
there intervened.
"I did get some good breaks.
We had a good district attorney
in Marin County. He gave me a
second chance," Hallinan says.
His punches were channeled
into Golden Gloves, and he made
the eliminations for the 1960 U.S.
Olympic boxing team. He even

FORBES
Continued from page six.

Polling shows Forbes beating
Dole 2-to-l among self-described
campaign as a way to finish the independents. This trend is particularly true in southern New
Job.
; But Forbes has tapped a Hampshire, where the population
powerful, lingering anti- has grown since the last competiWashington sentiment, winning tive GOP presidential primary in
over a solid core of Republicans 1988.
who supported Ross Perot In 1992
"A remarkably high number of
and also dramatically Increasing independents say they plan to
the interest of independents, who vote in the Republican primary,"
are allowed to vote In New said pollster Andrew Kohut of
Hampshire's presidential pri- the Pew Research Center.
mary.

GREENBRIAR, INC.

sparred with Olympian Cassius for a day, the Examiner quoted
Clay, later known as Muhammad anonymous deputies calling him
"Cupcake" instead of Kayo.
Ali.
Hallinan shrugs, saying he left
After law school, Hallinan took
part in anti-war protests and the office to let tempers cool.
He emphasizes he's tough on
Mississippi civil rights sit-ins.
He defended soldiers who dem- what he considers real crime onstrated against the Vietnam murder, robbery, mugging,
War.
rape.
He wants to divert non-violent
Hallinan admits smoking marijuana as a youth, although he offenders. His office won't count
strongly denies experiencing a a drug crime as a third strike
heroin overdose due to singer under California's "three
Janis Joplin, as related in her strikes" law - young drug
offenders, he says, should have
biography "Pearl."

Chicago's record low temperature of 19 below zero Saturday
didn't faze Patrick O'Connell,
standing out of the wind while he
waited for a train.
"After all, this is why we live in
Chicago. It's kind of exhilarating
In a way," said O'Connell, 52, who
was out waiting for a train. "It's
something to pit yourself
against."
Records for overnight low
temperatures were rewritten
Saturday from Utah, where Salt
Lake City fell to 12 below zero, to
Indiana and south into Alabama,
where Huntsville posted a low of
7.
In the Black Hills of western
South Dakota, the temperature
dropped to 45 below at the little
town of Rochford. Saturday's
coldest reading in Minnesota was
47 below zero at Embarrass,
something of a relief after the
town of Tower fell all the way to
60 below zero on Friday.
Hundreds of thousands of people were without power Saturday
because of the cold and because
of ice breaking power lines.
At least 44 deaths had been
blamed on the cold, snow, ice and
rain over the last week.
"It isn't a lot of fun," Wayne
Sharp said of putting up with the
severe cold in a house with only a
wood-burning stove for heat.
"We shut off about four rooms
and kind of live in the living
room and the kitchen," said
Sharp, who runs a small dairy
farm about 20 miles east of Valentine, Neb. And while his family
was cold, he said his cows were
irritable, with frost-bitten teats.

"After all, this is why
we live in Chicago.
It's kind of
exhilarating in a way.
It's something to pit
yourself against."
Patrick O'Connell
Chicago resident
Atlantic Coast states as far south
as the northern third of Georgia
on Saturday.
"I went about three directions
before I went straight," Bill
Payne said Saturday In Fredericksburg, Va., after finally making it to a 7-Eleven.
And along the Virginia coast, a
cargo ship buffeted by high wind
ran aground near the mouth of
the Chesapeake Bay. *
In North Carolina, a U.S. Air jet
that had landed at CharlotteDouglas International Airport,
slid off a taxi way into grass.
None of the crew and 21 passengers aboard the Boeing 737 were
injured. The plane, which had arrived from Pittsburgh, was not
damaged, according to airport
officials.
In western North Carolina,
snapping power lines left nearly
300,000 homes and businesses
without electricity.

"It's been years since we've
had a bad one like this," said
George Flowe, a Duke Power Co.
Saturday's coldest spot in Ne- employee working to restore
braska was Elsmere, with a low power in North Carolina's Mecklenburg County.
of 33 below zero.
Farther south, Monroe, La,
"You'd think we were going to
chilled down to 15, and Dyersburg, Tenn., dropped to 3 above be without power for 40 years
with all the batteries I've sold,"
zero.
Even hardy northerners were said Chip Smith, manager of a
hardware store in Durham, N.C.
stopped by the cold.
Snow blew through much of the
In Wisconsin, sponsors of the East overnight. At least 17 inches
Terence "Kayo" Hallinan annual Badger State winter had piled up since Thursday in
former Golden Gloves boxer games in Wausau canceled skiing southern West Virginia, with 13
and other outdoor events. Some in Maryland. The snow closed
5,500 amateurs were registered New York City's Kennedy airport
the same second chance he had.
for a couple of hours early in the
for the competition.
"The big drug dealers, that's
morning, affecting only cargo
easy - you bust 'em," he says.
A natural gas shortage in Wis- nights.
"The people with addiction prob- consin led utilities to ask cuslems, you try to get them treat- tomers to conserve and turn
The snow didn't amuse Marie
ment. But what do you do with down their thermostats.
Hammond of Bishopville. Md.
the small kid with one or two
"We've cleared the driveway
Freezing rain put a slippery
rocks of cocaine? Just take it glaze of Ice on highways, trees four times in the last 24 hours,
away and let him go, and he's and power lines across the lower I'll put It that way," she said.
back where he was two hours
later. Imprison him and you're
writing him off."
"If I fall, the whole city fails."
Hallinan says.
PANAMA CI I Y RCACl

"I see the pendulum swinging back the other
way. Locking everybody up for longer periods
of time has not made people feel safer."

In 1988, he was elected to the
Board of Supervisors. Even in
the liberal city of San Francisco,
he leaned leftward, supporting
everything from old growth redwoods to trans-gender rights.
He regularly won re-election
despite strong opposition from
San Francisco's two major dailies, especially the Hearst-owned
San Francisco Examiner.
The hostility continues. When
Hallinan, fulfilling a campaign
pledge, fired 14 senior prosecutors by dropping pink slips at
their desks and leaving the office
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PLO
leader
under
pressure
The Associated Press
GAZA CITY, Gaza Strip
- Thousands of Palestinians, many vowing revenge
against Israel and PLO
leader Yasser Arafat,
marched through Gaza
City on Sunday to mourn
two Islamic activists killed
by Palestinian police.
"The response will be in
Tel Aviv!" they shouted as
the funeral procession for
Ammar Araj, 21, and Iman
Razeineh, 29, wound its
way to Martyrs' Cemetery.
The bodies, wrapped in
blankets and covered in
flowers, were carried on
stretchers.
The two men, suspected
members of the Islamic Jihad group, were shot by
Palestinian police in a
refugee camp Saturday. Israeli media said they may
have been involved in a
January, 1995, bombing attack that killed 21 Israelis.
Arafat's Palestinian Authority has been under
pressure from Israel to
crack down on Islamic Jihad and the larger Hamas
group, which oppose the
peace process and have
staged a series of deadly
attacks against Israelis.

Quake kills more than 200 in China
Renee School
The Associated Press
BEIJING - A powerful earthquake ravaged a mountain city In
southwestern China, killing at
least 210 people and Injuring
more than 3,000 others, authorities said Sunday.
The magnitude-7.0 earthquake
in the Yunnan province struck at
7:14 pjn. (6:14 ajn. EST) Saturday near Lijiang, a tourist area
about 1,300 miles southwest of
Beijing, the Central Seismology
Bureau said.
As of noon Sunday, 210 people
were known dead, said Chen Jle
of the provincial government office. The state-run Xinhua News
Agency said 3,700 were seriously
injured.
Three medical teams and about
2,000 soldiers and local militiamen were sent to help with rescue operations, Xinhua said.
The extent of the disaster
wasn't immediately clear. Wang
Ze, also of the provincial
government, said rescuers
searched for victims throughout
the night. The provincial vicegovernor went to the area Sunday to Investigate.
There were no reports of foreign tourists killed or Injured,

Wang said. Guests at a hotel In
Lijiang were moved Into tents to
guard against aftershocks, he
said.
Lijiang, which sits in a narrow
mountain valley, Is known for Its
picturesque old stone houses, divided by narrow alleys and
topped by heavy traditional tile
roofs that are vulnerable in
earthquakes.
Authorities moved residents to
parking lots and sports fields,
where they spent the night In
temperatures slightly above
freezing.
The airport in Lijiang remained open. Officials planned to
evacuate some of the seriously
injured people to hospitals in
Kunming, the provincial capital,
a 3S-mlnute flight, Wang said.
The area in northwestern Yunnan is not heavily populated, but
the earthquake's destruction
covered parts of three counties Lijiang, Zhongdian and Heqing the state-run Xinhua News
Agency said.
Water and electricity were
knocked out, and communication
was cut off from Zhongdian city,
the center of an autonomous region of ethnic Tibetans, Xinhua
reported.
The hardest hit area. Lijiang

Tb« AitocUtcd

County, Is in the northwestern
corner of Yunnan, about 85 miles
east of the Burma border. It is
the capital of the Naxi people, a
local ethnic minority of 275,000
people

Shooting occurs in Israel
Hillary Appelman
The Associated Press
JERUSALEM - Palestinian
students said an Israeli opened
fire on them Sunday, wounding a
16-year-old, as they walked to
school in the West Bank.
The boy was hospitalized with
a gunshot wound to the back and
stomach, but Palestinian and Is-

RECREATIONAL SPORTS IS SEEKING

AEROBIC LEADERS
Those selected must be
ENTHUSIASTIC, ENERGETIC AND FIT!
If you are interested:
• Pickup and complete application at the SRC main
office Feb. 6th-9ih.
• Sign up for interview Feb. 13th-15lh.
• Fit-For-All Aerobic Workshop - Friday Feb. 16th
from 3-5 p.m.
• Fitness Audition Friday Feb. 23rd, 3-5 p.m.
For more information coniaciCmtby Swick ai372-2712 or372-2711.

raell authorities did not immediately confirm the students' account of the shooting. An Israeli
military source challenged the
story entirely.
The three students said they
heard gunfire as they walked to
school on the main road In the
village of Sawiyeh, near Nablus.
They saw a fourth student fall to
the ground, blood streaming
from his back, and then saw a car
with yellow Israeli plates drive
away, they said.
"We got him into a car and took
him to hospital," said one student, who would not give his
name.
Yasser Snobar was in fair condition at Rafidiyeh Hospital in
Nablus, said a hospital worker
who would not Identify himself.
Palestinian police and the Israeli police and army said they
are investigating.
"According to the preliminary
report that we have, a settler
opened fire on a group of students and one-student was Injured,'' said Palestinian police
Col. Fahed Biyad.
The Israeli army first said that
an Israeli driver had opened fire,
wounding some students, after
stones were thrown at his car.

but then retracted its statement.
"There was no incident. No
shooting, no stone throwing,
nothing," said the military

A magnltude-6.5 quake hit another Yunnan town In October,
killing 51 people, injuring more
than 800 and seriously damaging
almost 200,000 buildings.

Pedro Servln
The Associated Press

source, who spoke on condition of
anonymity. The source said the
ASUNCION, Paraguay ~ A Coinitial' report had been the result lombian cargo plane exploded in
of "rumors."
the air shortly after takeoff Sunday, killing at least 18 people
The army said it did not know when it crashed into houses in a
how Snobar was wounded.
suburban neighborhood, the
government said. ■
In the town of Afula In northThe plane's three-person crew
ern Israel, meanwhile, a soldier and one passenger died in the
was stabbed and slightly woun- crash All were Colombians. The
ded Sunday evening by a Pales- civil aviation office said firetinian, Israel's Army Radio said. fighters found the aircraft's
An army spokesman had no Im- black box in the smoldering demediate confirmation.
bris.
Among the victims were seven
Confusion over the report of children, including five brothers,
the shooting underscored the who had been playing an outdoor
tension that lingers in the West volleyball match in the streets of
Bank despite the Israeli with- the Juan Sinforiano Bogarin
drawal from most Palestinian neighborhood, two and a half
areas and last month's Palestin- miles northwest of the airport
ian elections for a self-rule and 9 miles north of the capital.
government.
Eyewitness Cesar Rivarola told
reporters he saw the aircraft's
With Israeli elections expected left turbine explode in mid-air
in the spring, there are fears that before the plane apparently went
radicals on both sides might try out of control and crashed.
to discredit the peace process
"It started spinning in the air,
with attacks.
as if it was doing acrobatics, and

Happy And Loving Life in the Halls!
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Tuesday, February 6
•PnoB Scavenger Hum. Prom Hal
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Wednesday, February 7

Friday, February 9
* Friday Madness. MacNorth Lounge. 7:00 pmmMrngnt
Sunday, February 11
• RSA Ra|uvenason. 230-6:30 pm. Women's OuB

Hal Oo»amm*m AppraaaSon Day
Thursday, February 8
SartApprecatfanOay
' Harshman Quad Scavangar Hum, Union, noon-5 oo pm
• Gam** Mont with Fnamtt. MacEaii First Floor Loooy. 7:00pm
' Dtv*-in Th**t*f. Andrews Pool. Rec Camar, 0:00 pm
sponsor*!) by Onanhauar HaM Council a Rec Sports

Residence Hall Week sponsors Include: Conklin. Rodgers,
Oflenhauer, Prout, McDonald Quad, Harshman Quad,
Resident Student Association. Kohl and
Recreational Sports

Don't Miss This Semester' I Movies

BGSU
HOCKEY
MEUOW

.7
WliVi-FM
LISTEN TO BGSU HOCKEY
HIGHLIGHTS ON THE

"»•
From
bw-3

Buddy Powers
Show

EVERY MONDAY
7:00 - 7:30 P.M. 96.7 FM

LenhQit feriti

A magni t ude-6 quake can cause
severe damage and magnltude-7
Is considered a major quake, capable of causing widespread,
heavy damage.

Eighteen die after
cargo plane explodes

RSA PRESENTS: RESIDENCE HALL WEEK
Saturday, February 3
* Gospel Harvast. Kooacaar hall. 300 pen

PTCM

Quake victims, bundled in blankets, await rescuers to come outside their destroyed homes in the
northwestern part of China's Yunnan province In the night of Saturday, Feb. 3, after a major earthquake hit the region.

then fell to the ground nosefirst," Rivarola said.
A couple told television reporters they had left their five children with their grandmother,
who had taken them to play volleyball. On returning to look for
them, the parents found all six
were dead.
The plane, which was not carrying any cargo, crashed into
seven houses and burst into
flames, destroying the buildings.
Light rain was helping to douse
the fires, rescue workers said.
Parents began a desperate
search for children who had been
playing in the streets of the
middle-class neighborhood. Firefighters searched for other victims among the debris.
Television footage showed
several people raking through
the debris. One man was seen
stealing part of the plane's turbine.
The DC-8 FS5, belonging to the
Linea Aerea del Caribe, took off
from the South American city's
international airport about 2:30
p.m. local time, said Artemio
Nunes, director of the Interior
Ministry's National Emergencies
Committee.
Officials said the plane was en
route to Miami via the Brazilian
airport of Campinas, near the
city of Sao Paulo. It had arrived
in Asuncion earlier in the day
from Miami via Barranquilla, Colombia.
The plane had brought an unidentified cargo which was being
held at Asuncion airport's customs offices.

Come See SISTERHOOD at its best

South Pacific
The African Queen
The Last Unicorn
The Thing
Dr. No
Blue Hawaii
Johnny Got His Gun
Batman (1966)
Abbott and Costello in the Foreign Legion
Mystery of the Wax Museum
Student Films

Fob. 8
Fob. 15
Feb. 22
Feb. 29
Mar. 7
Mar. 14
Apr. 4
Apr. 11
Apr. 18
Apr. 25
May 2

M lenhoit Films ore m the Glsh Film Theater
Admission Is Free
fill Shows ore ot 9 pm

Weekend Feotum
Feb. 9410
Feb. 16417
Feb. 23424
Mar. 142
Mar. 849
Mar. 15416
Apr. 12413
Apr. 19420
Apr. 26427

Seven
How to Make an American Quilt
C lockers
To Wong Foo
/
GoHeneye
I
FJravehearf
jf*
Free Willy
**-*
The Amorican President
k
Waiting to Exhale
<V

FM Weekend Movies ore ki 111 CMscomp
Admission Is $8 00
All shows ore otSpmcj 11pm
* Broveheort mil stort ot 7:30pm «. 11pm

w
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MSJ?
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Monday, February 5
and
Wednesday, February 7
9-10 P.M.
at the Phi Mu House located
behind the union
•
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Falcons firmly in fifth
Controversy
surrounds
LSSU'swin
in overtime
Lake Superior left wing Joe
Blaznek scored at :13 of overtime
to push the Lakers past the Falcons 4-3 Saturday night at the Ice
Arena.
The overtime loss was BG's
second in eight days, the first
coming last Friday in a 4-3 defeat
to Miami.
Blaznek's goal came on the
power play after Falcon defenseman Matt Eldred was called
for charging as time expired in
Tee BG NiwiAllc pkete
the third period. But the goal was
controversial and, after a review BG's Mike Hall pushes the puck up the Ice.
of the videotape, should not have
been allowed.
unfolded on the screen: "You see guys hung huge after that. There Friday
BOWUNO OREEN 4, LAKE SUPERIOR 1
Laker center Gerald Tallaire the puck, you see it hit [Blaz- was a lot of time left in the game,
fired a slap shot from the blue- nek's] foot and now you see It we created some great scoring Firet Period
line. Blaznek, as the replay would Just goes over In a field goal right chances and [Laker goaltender BO (1) - Faulkner (4) - (Hottinger. Eldred) | 58
show, illegally deflected the puck over [Savard] and in the net
John] Grahame made some great SHG
BG (2) - Harman (5) - (Hal. Perrsult) 11:47
with his skate amidst traffic in
"But when is a goal not a goal saves for them."
After 1:BG 2, Lake Superior 0
front of Falcon goaltender Mike when the ref says It is?" Powers
Grahame came back with an Sacond Parted
No
seeing
Savard. The puck arched over asked.
outstanding effort Saturday
After 2: BG 2. Laka Suparlor 0
Savard's shoulder and into the
Said Blaznek: "I was In front to night after being chased from Third Parted
top left corner for the game win- look for a tip and hope for a lucky Friday's game when he allowed BG (3)--Herman (8) - (Clark. Has) 1.58
ner.
bounce and that's exactly what four goals on 24 shots in just over BG (4) - Hall (20) - (Parraull. Fair)432
LS (1) - S. Tallalra (IS) - (O. Talaira. BaRaglla)
The win cancelled the two happened. Gerald put a shot in two periods of work.
12:45 PPG
points the Falcons gained Friday and it just went off my stick and
But the nation's leader in goals
Final: BO 4, Laka Suparlor 1
night with an impressive 4-1 win, we got a break."
against average coming into this
powered by two goals from FalWhen asked if the shot went off weekend's series (1.90 GAA) held
con right wing Jeff Herman and his foot or if he kicked the puck tough against constant pressure
Saturday
strong goaltending by Savard.
from the Falcons' offense.
in, Blaznek was non-committal.
LAKE SUPERIOR 4. BOWUNO OREEN 1. OT
With the weekend split, the
BG produced an average of
"Well, to tell you the truth I
Falcons remain eight points be- Just put It [his foot] out ... Just 38.5 snots per game against a Flral Parted
hind Lake Superior in the race luck," Blaznek said.
stingy Laker defense that nor- LS (I) - Putania (2) - (Battagka, G. Talaira)
PPG
for fourth place. BG (18-11-1
Powers said that referee Steve mally permits an average of only 5:44
Altar 1: Laka Suparlor 1.BG0
overall, 12-9-1 Central Collegiate Piotrowski told him that he 23.
Sacond Parted
Hockey Association) has 25 thought the puck hit a player in
Laker head coach Jeff Jackson BG (1) -- HoUingar (6) - (Parraull. Harman)
points while Lake Superior totals the back and was not directed in said he was pleased with his II58 PPG
BG (2) -Clark (8)-(Hal) 12.58
33 points (20-5-1,16-5-1).
off a skate.
club's effort following Friday BG (3) - Parraull (9) - (Hottlngar) 15:11
Altar 2: BG 3. Laka Suparlor 1
Only the top four teams in the
But Powers was very upbeat night's defeat
Parted
CCHA receive the home-Ice ad- about his team's performance in
"The team has responded Third
LS (2) - G. Talaira (3) - (Dammani. Aklndge)
both games and refused to pin fairly well to adversity and that's %M
vantage for the CCHA playoffs.
obviously a key to being success- LS (3) •- Blalnak (5) - (Fuse, Lambeth) 822
The premiere viewing of the the loss on the final goal.
"We had our chances to win ful," Jackson said. "I wasn't sure Altar J: BO 3, Laka Suparlor 3
questionable goal was shown by
Falcon head coach Buddy Powers down the stretch," Powers said. we had it In us. Bowling Green Ovarllma
LS (4) - Blaznek (8) - (G. Talara. Aldridga) :13
"They got two goals in thirty secin his office following the game.
PPG
See FIFTH, page ten.
Final: Laka Suparlor 4, BO 1
Powers described the play as It onds there [in the third], but our

Hockey team misses chance to tighten race
Bowling Green was 20 minutes
away from making a run for
fourth place and home ice advantage in the first round of the Central Collegiate Hockey Association playoffs.
Two rapid third period goals
followed with an abrupt overtime
goal and the Falcons were back
where they started the weekend,
eight points behind Lake Superior and eyeing a trip to Lake Superior for the first round of the
league playoffs.
"We're kind of locked in, prob.ably in five right now," said Fal:con head coach Buddy Powers.
"But it's a situation that on any
given night we can beat any team
in the league."
; BG could have narrowed the
gap between themselves and
Lake Superior to four points If

they could have held a two goal
third period lead. The Lakers tied
HOCKEY
the game on goals from Gerald
Tallaire and Joe Blaznek, 23 sec- &
onds apart, early In the third
proud as hell with the way our
period.
"We've really got our hands guys played."
Blaznek, who scored the gamefull the rest of the season," said
Laker head coach Jeff Jackson. winning goal 13 seconds into
"Our biggest goal is to finish in overtime, said the win was cruthe top four so we can have home cial for the Lakers.
"It was huge. We didn't want to
ice in the playoffs.*'
The Falcons, 18-11-1 overall fall back with two losses," Blazand 12-9-1 in the CCHA, played nek said. "But Bowling Green is
nearly six flawless periods already up our butt anyway. We'd
against the defending CCHA like to get as high as we can and
playoff champions. After domi- winning these kind of games
nating Friday, in a 4-1 victory helps."
Even after the Lakers tied the
over the Lakers, BG was on the
game, BG still controlled play.
verge of taking both games.
But on the verge soon became The Falcons pounded 41 shots
nowhere in sight as the Lakers against LSSU goalie John Grahame and on Friday gave the
rallied in the third period.
"That's a good hockey team," sophomore goaltender his first
Powers said about LSSU. "You're loss of the season. BG had 16
not going to keep a team like that shots on goal in the third period
to one goal in two nights. I'm and had two odd man rushes.

Jason Clark, who broke a 12
game goalless streak earlier In
Saturday's game, had a 2-1 with
Kelly Perrault mid-way through
the period. He fired a shot from
the right circle and Grahame
snared the shot with his glove.
Later In the period Dave
Faulkner and Brad Holzinger had
a 2-1 rush and Grahame stopped
Faulnker's shot to preserve the
Ue.
"This team has been funny all
year long. Every time we come
back off a tough situation we respond to it in a positive fashion,"
Jackson said. "We've responded
fairly well to adversity and that's
a key to being successful."
At the forefront of Friday's rebound was Grahame. Not only
did he lose his first game of the
season Friday but was pulled in
the third period after allowing a
weak goal to Mike Hall.

Thompson only winner for track team
William Sanderson
The BC News

This past weekend's Meyo Invitational was an opportunity for
Bowling Green's track team to
! see bow they stack up to some of
: the best track teams In the coun: try. Joining the Falcons were
several Big Ten schools, as well
as host Notre Dame.
Hurdler Scott Thompson was
the Falcons' only winner. For his
standards, he turned in a rather
mediocre performance, despite
winning the SO meter hurdles
with a time of 7.40.
He got off to a bad start, falling
on the flat of his foot after the
first hurdle. It took him a couple
more hurdles to get going again.

Men come up just
short in 59-58 loss
Scott Brown
The BC News

Christian Peluti
The BC News

Pat Murphy
The BC News

No fun in Kent

and then In the words of coach
Sid Sink, "gutted it out". He
leaned through the finish line to
secure the slimmest of wins.
Thompson remains undefeated in
his speciality, although this was
his closest brush with defeat.
Kristen Gaddls performed well
In the 5,000, coming In with a
time of 17:16.8. The senior distance runner finished third, only
to a couple of runners from Nike
North. Nike North is a team composed of post-graduate runners.
Missy Lyne took fourth with a
time of 1741.11. Both Gaddls'
and Lyne's time were personal
bests.
The Falcons' only other top
rive finish was shot putter Nikki
Sturzinger's fourth place finish

TRACK
^

The junior threw for 44 feet, two
and a half inches.
The next best finish was Tim
Arndt's sixth place finish in the
800. He ran that at 1:52.5.
It was indeed a long frustrating
day for BG's men. They could not
seem to get going for a variety of
reasons. Even reliable pole vaulter Travis Downey had troubles.
Downey was apparently plagued
by a strained back muscle. That
combined with sore shins prevented him from clearing the
bar.
"The men's side was off,
whether it was mental or physi-

cal," said coach Sink.
Although still disappointing,
this wasn't a terribly Important
meet in the overall scheme of
things. The off week allowed
Bowling Green to rest some of its
most important athletes, and
they ought to be ready for this
weekend. Both Coach Sink and
Coach Price expect to be at full
manpower.
Saturday, Bowling Green will
host Ashland, Ohio, Cincinatl's
men, Toledo's men, and Western
Michigan's women. The feature
attraction will be the showdown
between the Rockets of Toledo
and the Falcons. The event will
be held Saturday at the BGSU
Fieldhouse.
*-
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MEN'S
BASKETBALL

KENT - All the Falcons &
needed Saturday was one
KENT 59, BOWLING GREEN 58
more basket
But 14 seconds and three
OREEN (10-8)
shot attempts weren't quite BOWUNO
Cowan 1-5 4 5 8. Stacey 5 15 8-10 18.
enough for Bowling Green as Nmkowc 2-7 4-4 8. Chamban 0-5 2-2 2.
Kent held on for an ugly 59-58 Larranaga 9-23 2-3 24. Witlenaolder 04 0-1
Ctespo 0-0 0 o 0. Cavey 04 0-0 0. HolMid-American Conference 0.
mes 0-0 0-0 0 Totals 17-55 20-25 58.
victory before 2,882 at the KENT (11-7)
McKenzie 5-0 2-2 12, Boss* 3-7 1-2 B,
MAC Center.
2-8 2-2 8. Reinking 8-18 3-8 18. NorThe Golden Flashes took the Bright
val 2-8 8-9 12, Glenn 0-0 04) 0. Ellertz 04
lead for good with 14.3 sec- 0-0 0. Robertson 11 0-0 2. Waal0-1 2-3 2.
onds to go on a pair of foul Bakken 0-0 04 0. Oavla 0-1 04 0. Totala
19-47 18-24 59.
shots by Ed Norvell.
Halftjme - Booting Green 29. Kant 28.
But BG had one final 3-point>joais
-- Bowling Green 4-9 (Chamchance. A jumper from Jay ban 0-2, Larranaga 4 5. Stacey 0-2), Kant
3-11
(Bosse
2-5.
Remking 1-5. Norvell 0-1)
Larranaga was no good and
Out - McKenzie. Boeee, Davis ReAnthony Stacey got the re- Fouled
bounds - Bowling Green 38 (Stacey 9),
bound but his stickback at- Kent 34.(McKenzie 11). »»im - Bowling
tempt from the block was Green 9 (Stacey. Chamban) 4), Kent 12
7) Total louls - Bowling Green 22,
swatted out-of-bounds. A final (Norvell
Kent 23. Technicals -• Bowling Green coach
desperation shot by Larranaga Larranaga! Davit. A - 2.882.
as the buzzer sounded fell
short.
where we didn't play very
Kent, winning despite shoot- well," said Kent coach Dave
ing just 40 percent from the Grube. "We turned the ball
floor and having three players over, we missed layups, we
foul out, improves to 11-7 missed free throws, we missed
overall and 5-5 In the Mid- everything. And yet, we hung
American Conference.
in there and won."
The game came down to the
The Falcons got 24 points
from Larranaga and 18 from final minutes, and It was
Stacey but just 16 from every- Kent's Norvell who stepped up
body else on the way to falling at crunch time to provide his
team with the winning points.
to 10-8 and 5-5.
"It came down to just needAfter Larranaga had given
ing one more basket," said BG the Falcons a 58-57 lead with
head coach Jim Larranaga "I 21 seconds to go on a 10-footer
thought we executed our game from the right side, Norvell
plan very well. It was the kind drove to the bucket on the
other end and was fouled by
of game that we wanted."
It was an ugly contest from BG's Howard Chambers.
Norvell calmly drained both
start to finish, with each team
shooting poorly (BG was a free throws for the win.
"They entered the ball to
dismal 30.9 percent from the
floor). The teams also com- him and cleared out the whole
bined to commit 23 turnovers left side of the floor and let
and 45 personal fouls.
See FALCONS, page eleven.
"We just, won on a night

Kent women show
they deserve 1st
Scott Brown
The BG News

KENT - The Kent women's
basketball team isn't in first
place in the Mid-American
Conference for nothing.
The Golden Flashes proved
that Saturday, handing the
Falcon women their worst
MAC loss in 12 years in a 91-66
pounding before 862 at the
MAC Center in Kent.
Carrie Templin, with 22
points, was one of four Kent
players to hit double figures in
scoring. The Golden Flashes
stand 14-4 overall and 9-1 and
alone in first place in the
MAC.
Bowling Green, after their
worst loss In conference play
since an 89-60 loss to Central
Michigan in 1984, stands 9-9
overall and 5-5 in loop action.
Charlotta Jones led the Falcons with 16 points.
The Falcons traded punchfor-punch with the Golden
Flashes through the game's
first seven minutes, but a 14-0
run got Kent rolling.
After BG had closed to
within 10 at halftime, Kent
opened the'second half with a
20-8 run and never looked
back.
"We stopped executing on
offense...and Kent Just kept
coming at us," said BG head
coach Jaci Clark. "We couldn't
stop them, and things kind of
snowballed."
Amy Sherry had 16 points,
BJ. Smith-Goldman had 13
and Ashley Bland added 12 for
the Golden Flashes.
"I thought we did a good job
changing up the pace of the
game," said Kent coach Bob
Lindsay, whose team stands in
first place, one game up on
second place Toledo. "We
came In the game wanting to
push the ball up the floor and
keep the pace of the game go-

KENT 91, BOWUNG GREEN 66
BOWLING OREEN (»-»)
Jones 5-10 6 10 18. PuthoBMI 04 4,
Tany 3-S 2-3 8, Bdiiier 4-13 3-4 12, Andrewa
1 -9 0-0 2, Belcher 1-3 04 2. GaHord 0-2 3-4
3. Day 04 04 0, Koesler 1-3 0-0 2. AuH 1-1
4-4 8, Ratarman 34 04 8. Smith 1-21-2 3.
Defoase 1-2 0-1 2. Totals 2347 10-28 66.
KENT (14-4)
Sherry 8-11 04 18, Tampan 8-12 44 22,
Chicorelli 0-2 0-1 0. Smnh-Qokfman 8-11
0413. Bland 4-11 3-4 12. Bader 49 04 8.
Zoik 0-2 04 0. Haberkom 1-2 2-2 4. Ma
hone 0-01 -21. Kempt 0-1 04 0, Lemon 3-5
04 8, Henachke 2-4 34 7. Totals 34-70
13-21 91.
Halltme - Kent 48. Bowling Green 38.
3-point goals - Bowling Green 1-10 (Birtilei
1-4, Andrews 0-1. Gaftord 0-1, Raterman
0-1), Kent 10-22 (Sherry 44. Tampan 2-3,
Larson 2-3. Smith-Goldman 1-3, Bland 1-4,
Bader 0-3). Fouled Out - None Rebounds
-- Kant 48 (Tampan 14), Bowing Green 41
(Jones, PuthoD 8). Assists - Kent 27
(SnseVGoldman 8), Bowling Green 12
(Putholf S). Total touts - Bowling Green 19,
Kent 24. Technicals - None. A - 882.

ing. We changed our presses
and kept them off balance."
Turnovers continually
burned the Falcons, as did
Kent's red-hot 3-polnt shooting. Bowling Green giftwrapped the ball 23 times for
the Golden Flashes, while
Kent was 10-of-22 (61.9 percent) from beyond the 3-point
arc for the game.
Add to that the Falcons'
shooting woes - they were Just
23-of-67 (343 percent) on field
goals - and it equates to a runaway for Kent.
"They played very good
pressure defense," Clark said
of the Flashes. "We were very
rushed in our offense and we
shot some shots I didn't think
we should have taken."
Bowling Green was unable
to shut down Templin, who
grabbed 14 rebounds on top of
her career-high in scoring.
Sherry also did more than her
See KENT, page twelve.
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MAC still has a long way to go
KENT - Saturday was a
throwback for the MidAmerican Conference, in more
ways than one.
The Bowling Green and Kent
programs combined for an oldfashioned women's and men's
basketball doubleheader,
where for the price of one
ticket, a fan could see both
teams in the same place, backto-back.
Unfortunately, it was also an
officiating throwback - to the
Ice Age, seemingly. The men's
contest, an ultimate 59-58 Kent
victory, quickly became an officiating debacle as the guys in
stripes did their best auditioning for that Three Stooges remake.
Ultimately, Saturday became
a showcase for two of the most
bird-brained problems facing
the bird-brained denizens who
run the MAC: scheduling and
officiating.
First with the scheduling. Up
until a season ago, the MAC
scheduled its men's and women's games like they do the varsity and junior varsity in high
school, with the women first
and the men second.
That system was antiquated,
however; for the weeknight
doubleheaders, the women had
to tip off at 5:30 in the afternoon. It can be understood that

this was not an optimal situation for women's basketball
having to play its weekday
games at a time when most
people are just getting out of
work and heading home for
supper.
So, thankfully, the system
was changed. Now the men and
women play at opposite sites.
Say, the Bowling Green men
are at Miami on a Wednesday.
The Bowling Green women are
then at home against the Redskins.
This situation is better than
the old weeknight
doubleheader system, but not
by much.
The reasoning behind the
change was simple: the women
didn't want to be considered
"junior varsity" teams to the
men anymore. Thus, they were
given their own separate
schedules.
Great concept, but what the
MAC has done is force the fans
- and the media, especially - to
pick between covering the men
and women. The bottom line is
that most media organizations
don't have the budgets to send
two reporters to two separate
sites to cover two different
teams. The budget line exists
for newspapers and radio
stations, alike.

Scott
Brown
Sports
Editor
The media, of course, will
select to cover the men because
— sorry, gals — more people
want to know about them than
the women. In the old system,
the media could afford to cover
both because they were at the
same site.
The scheduling format needs
to be changed again. Why not
bring back those Saturday
doubleheaders? And, at the
very least, have the men and
women play on different nights
during the week.
Women's coaches will not
like this idea, but I think it must
be done. It would afford women's teams with more exposure,
which they richly deserve. I
can name three schools in the
MAC (Akron, Kent and Toledo)
where I'd pay to watch the
women play before I'd watch
the men, especially this season.
It's too bad that the current
format keeps everyone In
check because we're forced to

pick one above the other.
Nevertheless, the conference
has a great chance to change
things with the influx of new
members Northern Illinois and
Marshall In two years.
And as far as the officiating
goes, well, take some of Saturday episodes Into consideration:
■ There Is a 3-mlnute stoppage of play as the officials decide whether a shot clock violation occured, even when it was
obvious to everyone in the
arena that a shot had clanked
off the rim when the clock read
10 seconds and no one had
bothered to reset It.
■ A total of 45 personal fouls
were called, including an intentional foul with two minutes to
go after BG's Kirk Cowan was
whistled for retaliating a cheap
shot - unseen by the officials,
of course - from a Kent player,
and a technical foul on BG
coach Jim Larranaga when he
was 30 feet from the nearest
official, on his own sideline and
facing away from the action.
■ And, of course, BG's Anthony Stacey getting a rebound
with two seconds to go and a
chance to win it for his team,
and then proceeding to have
the ball swatted out of his
hands out-of-bounds while losing his balance - and somehow

The guys in stripes
did their best
auditioning for that
"Three Stooges"
remake.
not getting anykindofa
. whistle from three officials.
Saturday's game was another
in a long list of officiating debacles this season in the MAC.
Officiating has become a running joke among the MAC'S
media beat writers and coaches
alike, not so much that it is consistently bad but because it Is
consistently inconsistent.
Something that is a foul in the
first half is almost never a foul
in the second half, and vice
versa. The difference between
a charge and a blocking foul Is
as clear as mud.
Figuring out a solution to
these problems would be a big
step towards the MAC'S hope to
cease being a second-rate Division I wannabe and become a
respected member of the
NCAA community.
Scott Brown is a sophomore
journalism major and isn't
lookingforward to those Buffalo road trips.

ONLY 3 MORE DAYS!

Continued from page nine.

played us tough all weekend."
The Falcons carried a 3-1 lead
Into the third period on goals by
Brad Holzlnger on the power
play, Jason Clark and Kelly Perrault, but Lake Superior rallied
for two goals in :23 by Sean Tallaire and Blaznek with 13:38 remaining in the third period.
Grahame made a critical glove
save on Clark on a two-on-one
with Perrault with under six
minutes left in regulation, setting
up Blaznek's overtime goal.
"I'm proud as hell of the way
our guys played," Powers said.
"That was a tough, physical series. We're a team playing our
fifth game in eight days with a lot
of guys banged up. I couldn't be
more proud of the effort of the
guys."
The Falcons also drew positives from the grinding series,
downplaying home-ice significance.
"The key Is that we're playing
better," said Falcon right wing
Dale Crombeen. "Home-ice advantage might hurt us but the
game is still played on a sheet of
Ice no matter where you play the
series.
"It's a bummer having this one
get away from us the way it did,
but we're playing well now and
that's what we're focused on."

When Old Man Winter Is
Knocking At Your Door And
The Chill Runs Through Your
Body
ARBORS OF BOWLING
GREEN
Can Add A Lot Of Sunshine
To Your Life!

Warm up to These
Brand New Features:
• Beautiful New, Fully
Equipped Kitchen With
Dishwasher
• Washer & Dryer Hookups
• Decorative Mini Blinds
• New Central Air
Conditioning
• Economical Gas Heating
& Cooking
• Garage With Opener
Available
1 BR Ranch Home
2 BR Ranch Home
2 BR Town Home
3 BR Town Home^

.

ArBors of'BotuCxng Qrun
360 Colony Lane
Bowling Green
(Adjacent to Wal-Mart, otl S. Main
St.)
Coll For Our pffotdaOle Holes
353-98II

Senior pictures are now being taken.
A A I i
I . LX\
w
" ■- ■*5"7/) Of\0£
mj f ^"tjljtjn

Last chance for May and August
graduates to be included
in the 1996 KEY Yearbook.
$® Sitting Fee can be
charged through Bursar
and first 200 students

GET A FREE $5 PIZZA!

It's Fast,
It's Free,
It's Fun,
And It
Brightens Up
Your Day!!!
The E.G.
News!
It's All The
News You
Need!]
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FALCONS
The Falcons streaked out to a
19-10 lead to start the game, but
him race to the basket," Larran- Kent gradually climbed back into
aga said. "And Howard raced contention. The Golden Flashes
with him. He made the two big took their first lead just before
free throws, but we still had a halftlme, only to have Larranaga
can a jumper to give BG a onechance."
The Falcons' final chance was point advantage.
Kent worked its way to a sixshut down, however.
"They tried to press us and point lead with eight minutes to
probably our best chance when go in the game, only to have
we threw it in would have been to back-to-back 3-pointers by Largo straight to the basket," Jay ranaga pull the Falcons even
Larranaga said. "I don't really again.
remember what happened ...
The lead exchanged hands sevsomehow got fumbled or
whatever. [We] just missed a en times in the game's final six
couple of shots."
minutes. Kent had a 3-point lead
BG played the game without with two minutes to go after BG's
starting point guard Antonio Kirk Cowan was called for an inDaniels, out with a sprained tentional foul after scuffling with
Kent's Tom West. Cowan made
knee.
"I really thought Bowling up for it by forcing a turnover,
Green came in and did a great however, that allowed the Faljob without Antonio Daniels," cons to score four in a row and
Grube said. "I thought they did a pull back into the lead.
good job of looking for Larranaga
Stacey had nine rebounds for
and looking for Stacey."
the Falcons, who host Central
The Falcons were never able to Michigan Wednesday.
establish anyone other than Larranaga and Stacey as legitimate
Falcon Notes
offensive threats, making things
easy on Kent: shut down those
■ Walk-on Chambers started in
two and make the others win it.
place of Daniels and, despite going
"They did a great job of limit- O-for-5 from the field with two points,
ing [Larranaga and Stacey] and played 37 minutes while having four
forcing them to take some bad assists, three steals and only one turnover.
shots," Larranaga said.
Continued from page nine.
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Swimmers endure emotional day
Blake Parkins
The BG News
It was an emotional day for the
Bowling Green swimmers as
they bid farewell Saturday to the
seniors participating in their last
contest at Cooper Pool. The team
honored the seniors with a ceremony prior to the meets against
Ball State and recognized their
parents.
The Falcons played host to the
Cardinals in the last meet of the
regular season. The Cardinals
brought two talented clubs, including an undefeated women's
team.
The heat was on, however, as
they would have to face a Bowling Green women's team that
was carrying a lot of momentum
into Saturday's matchup. The
team had defeated Xavier, and
made a good showing at Miami
last weekend.
The team also had a lot of motivation to perform well for the
seniors, as well as upcoming conference meets.
The women were outdone
though, losing 170-123 to a team
that was consistently scoring up
to 200 points per contest. Despite
coming up short, head coach
Randy Julian was pleased with

"This was our best swimming top-to-bottom,
[a] tremendous effort."
the performance.
"This was our best swimming
top-to-bottom, [a] tremendous
effort," Julian said.
Among the swimmers that contributed to the effort were
seniors Cheryl Patteson, Mo Sullivan and Jennifer O'Rourke.
O'Rourke posted her season's
best time in the 100-meter back
stroke. Patteson won three individual events, the 200-meter butterfly, 200-meter breaststroke,
and the 200-meter individual
medley.
Michelle Pilling gave an exceptional performance, taking the
1,000-meter free-style event
from a Ball State swimmer that
had not lost the event all year.
Tracy Sanderson won the
3-meter diving competition, and
Leanne Shelly placed first in the
200-meter butterfly.
The men also were edged out
104-139, by a Ball State team that
they matched up with on paper.
At one point in the contest, the
BG men won four straight events
and were tied up going into the
final three events. The men took

Randy Julian
BG swimming coach
seven of 16 events despite being
weakened by the loss of swimmer Steve Reinke due to illness.
Senior Tim Rogers had a great
day, winning three events, the
500-meter freestyle, 1.000-meter
freestyle, and the 200-meter individual medley.
Seniors Gunner Miller and
Paul Henderson also contributed
by placing first in the 200-meter
butterfly, and 100-meter freestyle events respectively. Brandon Fairis also placed first in the
200-meter backstroke.
Five men's swimmers were
honored for their dedication and
devotion to the team, Paul Henderson, Mark Klapper, Gunner
Miller, J.T. Neufer and Tim
Rogers.

"I was kind of surprised when I
got it," said Klapper. "It felt
good."
Seniors Jennifer O'Rourke and
Mo Sullivan said that swimming
in the last meet at Bowling Green
was an emotional event.
"I was really emotional," said
Sullivan. "I'm glad the seniors
swam well."
O'Rourke was also moved by
the ceremonies.
"It was sad, but great," O'Rourke said. "Today we finally
put it all together."

The conference championship
meets will be held the weekend
of Feb. IS for the women at Ohio
Klapper was recently named University. The men's MAC meet
MAC "Scholastic Athlete of the will be held the following weekWeek," and was very confident end at Bowling Green's Cooper
going into this weekend's meet.
pool.

■■

Classifieds
ATTENTION EDUCATION MAJORS
The Bowling Green Student Education Association will be holding a Membership Drive in
rhe Union Foyer on Feb. 5,01.7th. & 8th from 10
a.m. to 4 p.m.
BGSE A-Bring a friend and
JOIN TODAY!

CAMPUS EVENTS

ATTENTION MINORfTY STUDENTS
AMA—AMA—AMA
Join tie American Marketing Association
Today i Sign up between Wed. Jan. 24 and
Fit. Feb. 2 from 9 30am to 12 30pm
outside of the AMA showcase in the BA Bldg
Don't miss out on the opportunity
ol a lifetime'
AMA—AMA—AMA

Operation: MORE
Minority Career Fafc-

w.dn..d.y. Ftbmary 1«h
1.00-5.00 pm
Grand Ballroom
Bring a ratunw • Bring a friend! I
2-2451 oetalla

"MARKETING WEEKFREE bowling al tha Union for all AMA members on Mon. Fab. S from B-9pm. Bring a friend
and plan on having a great trmel
"MARKETING WEEK"

Former Black Panther - Devid Milan)
wil be speaking on Wed. Feb. 7
8pm tenhart Grand Ballroom
sponsored by UAO "2-7164

Acid Jazz
Night

GIVE THE GIFT OF UFE
...GIVE BLOOD
BGSUBLOODMOBILE
FEBRUARY 5-9
10:30AM -4:30PM
AMANI RM (BASEMENT OF COMMONS)
Homecoming -96 is Coming >
Join the -96 Homecoming Committee
We meal Mon. Feb. 5 at 8 p m
Taft Room-Unrv. Union
More info call 372-7124
Sponsored by UAO

Need a study break?
Come to the -Coltee Shop'
For Music. Food, and Relaxation.
Falcon's Nest
Thurs. Feb. 8...8pm-10pm
Coffee and Pastnes will be sold
For more info contact 2-7164

continued on p. 12

Spring Break '96
UAO is going to
Panama City Beach, Florida
Will you be joining us?
Sign-up TODAY!
$271 Hotel & Transportation
$181 Hotel ONLY

BOWLING 8 BllLARDS TOURNAMENT
Fri. Feb. 9 8 Sat. Feb. 10
Buckeye Room - Univ. Unon
Begins al 4pm on Feb. 9th
Noon on Feb. 10th
Admission $5 "Sign up in the Buckeye Rm.
sponsored by UAO '2-7164
CALL NOW
SENIOR PORTRAITS
SENIOR PORTRAITS
SENIOR PORTRAITS
Last session for senior portrai is
Dont be left out of your graduating
class's 1996 KEY yearbook.
Call 372 8086 now to schedule a sitting

•DON'T MISS THE BOATROWING TEAM INFO NIGHT
TUES FEB.6.9PM BA110

Xi2 Xil Xil Xil Xil

ATTENTIONI! ATTENTION!!
STUDENTS ANOFACUITY
BGSUBLOODMOBILE
FEBRUARY 54
1030AM-4:30PM
AMANI RM (BASEMENT OF COMMONS)

TONIGHT!

ARE YOU HAVING A DIFFICULT TIME RECRUITING NEW MEMBERS TO YOUR ORGANIZATION? If Vie answer is yes, then you
need to attend ihe -Creative Ways to Recruit
New Members' workshop that wil be presented
on Wed., Feb. 7.1998 at 7:00 PM in the Alumni
Room ol the University Union. For reservations, please contact the Office of Student Life
at 372-2843.

AcMungllll
The Undergraduate Alumni
Association's annual
SPAGHETTI AT MLETI' Dinnerl
la February 6,7pm al the
Milan Alumni Center All UAA
members, their guests, and anyone
interested m joining UAA are
welcome to artendl (it's free)
Find out what UAA is aboutl
RSVPby llpm2/5/96al
372-M49

Attention Studente
First SO donors
I1GSU Blood mo bile
will receive i -day
Faculty Parking Paaa

DONT KNOW WHAT TO GET YOUR LOVED
ONE FOR
VALENTINE'S DAY?
ARE YOU LOOKING FOR A GREAT GIFT AT
A
GOOD PRICE?
UAO 8 HSA WILL BE SELLING
BALLOON BOUQUETS IN THE UNION
FOYER
FEB. 12-14 10AM-4PM
WE WILL DELIVER ON CAMPUS!!!
???-S CALL 372-7164 FOR INFO
CASH. CHECK, OR BURSAR

Valentine's Day
"Love Notes"

DISCOVERY DAY CONFERENCE
It's not loo tale to sign up for the Aral annual
Discovery Day Conference on Sat, Feb. 10
from 9am - 12:30pm. Call Jenny al 3S4-6054
for more info.

Xil

Xil

Xil Xil

Xil

Xil

Let yoilr ValeniInc know how much you core with a Valentine love note made
cspccially for them. Choose between a display ad or a regular classified ad. Tou

can even add a color to your message for S5 to make it extra special.

Chi Omega]
Proudly Introduce
Fall 1995 New Initiates
Tennille Abrams
Tiffany Allore
Sara Binall
Amy Brewster
Nicole Chaput
AmyDomizi
Jen Elseser
JoanGarst
Heather Giroux
Kate Green
Katie Harwell
Hollie Herb
Christine Hoge

Jennifer Houston
Melissa Joris
Erin Klingenberg
Krista Layton
Mandy Nagy
Kate O'Hara
Una Penkauskas
Heather Ritterbusch
Erin Smith
Mandy Studevant
Jonica Summersett

Model Initiate:
Kristin Roman

Name.
Address.

¥

1x5
Display ad
up to 60
words
$20

1x3
Display ad
up to 35
words
$10

Soc. #
Phone #
Size G 1x3 = S10 G 1x5. = S20
G Classified = S
Color G YES
G NO = S
Word Count
Message:

Classified ad
3 line minimum
80 0 per Unc
Trlshia.
Roses are red,
i/iolels are blue.
Happy Valentines Day
from You Know Who!

Detach & return in 204 west Hall brjort ihe deadline.

Deadline • Friday, Feb. 9 214 West Hall • 4pm • Publication - Wednesday, Feb.
Xil Ml \i> \i> Xil Xil Xil Xil Xil Xil Xil
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KENT
Continued from page nine.

share of damage, lighting it up
for 4-of-6 shooting from 3-polnt
land.
The Falcons were not able to
mount much of an offensive answer to Kent's game, especially
with leading scorer Sara Puthoff
struggling. Averaging 17.8 for
the season, Puthoff has scored
Just four points in each of the
Falcons' losses to Kent this year

(Kent won an earlier meeting,
92-73, at BG on Jan. 6).
"We wanted to come in the
game and really put a lot of pressure on Sara Puthoff," Lindsay
said. "That is way below her
average. She's a good basketball
player. We just tried to put as
much pressure on her as possible."
With the score 15-all with 12 JO
to go In the first half. Sherry
gave Kent the lead for good with

a 3-pointer after finding herself
The lead was 16, 46-30, In the it.
wide open on the right elbow. final moments of the first half
But Kent would have none of
That started a 14-0 run during before the Falcons scored the that, blistering through the secwhich the Falcons had six turn- halfs last six points to pull within ond half at a 45-30 clip. The lead
overs.
10 and seemingly make a game of grew to as many as 32 at one
point
"We kind of settled down late
in the second half and made it a
game," Clark said.

"They played very good pressure defense."

Jaci Clark
BG women's coach

day with 12 points, despite playing
much of the game with her left eye
swollen shut after being poked by a
Kent player.
"She could see with one eye," Clark
said. "That happened to be better than
some people who had two eyes out
there."

■ Freshman Chrissy Billiler was the
Falcons' second leading scorer Satur-

■ The second halt point spread did
allow all of the Falcons significant playing time. Twelve of the 13 BG players
dressed for the game scored, with
reserves Jena Ault and Jacki Raterman
each with six points.

Alaska Student Jobsl Great %$$' Thousand! ol
jobs available,
Male/Female.
Room/BoeVOVT ran sport often provided. Great
Adventure.Gde 819-933-0168exiAiQ73

Spring Break Specials Cancun S Jamaica!
111* Lowest Price Guaraniee! 7 Nighis Air t
Hotel From $4291 Save Si00 On Food/Drinks!
http://www.springbreektrevel.com

Falcon Notts

The BG News
•Oulatandlng Senior CsndldateeYour application packet Is due
no later than 5pm. Monday. Feb. 12
at Mileti Alumni Center.
Questions, call Emily 0 2-4683

continued from p. 11
-BOSEAWe wifil be holding a general mealing on Tuea.
Feb 6 ai 9pm m 115 ad. Hope to m allot you
4rJucason majors inere I
ROCK VOUR WORLD'
VISIT CLEVELANO'SOWN
ROCK N- ROLL HALL OF FAME
Sal FaO. 1001114
Sign up Jan. 29-Feb. 7
In tie SAO OMIee • 330 Union
Call 2-2343 lor more inlo
SENIOR PORTRAITS NOW BEING TAKEN
CaN 372-808610 schedule you' sitting
Laal chance for May and August Grada.
16 silling fee can M
charged through Bursar.
Studenlsare the future of America
Come meet your future
College Republicans
Tuesdays 9:00pm Room 116 BA
USG1UAO encourage an students to
patscipale in the BGSU Town Meetings
wv President Ribeau.
101 Qscamp
T ues Feb. 6 @ 9pm
VOICE YOUR OPINIONI
BE THE LEADERS OF THIS INSTITUTION
Volunteer. Needed!
BGSU Blood mobile
Interested Peraons Please go
to the sign-m area dumg
thebloodnve.

LOST & FOUND
FOUND
Blue A white contact case w/ contact, in 2nd
•r. weal Hal women's tearoom, a couple of
walks ago. Claim m 204 West Hall/BG News

SERVICES OFFERED
"—•NAILS BY CHRISTIE
10% off el Nad Service*. 15% off il you purchase
a Gift Certificate (greet idea lor your VALENTINE.) Porioct Touch 1084 S Man, 352-2812.
Pregnant?
Free Pregnancy tests Confidential and
oaring. 354-4673 BG Preonancy Center
Will Babysit'
rm very flexible, responsible college student.
Many references in BG area Can 372 5322.

PERSONALS

PRSSA PRSSA PRSSA
Lawn how to find your
Dream job In PR! Mon. Feb. 5th
at 7:00pm 125 Olacamp
PRSSA PRSSA PRSSA
■ ROMANCE IS RESPONSIBILITY ■
• ROMANCE IS RESPONSIBILITY '
Help celebrate Romance and Responsibility
Month. Visit the Union Foyer between classes
and see the Wellness Centers Romance dispiay and receive a FREE caregram.
Tuesday February 6ih
10am until 2pm
• ROMANCE IS RE SPONSIBILITY •
• ROMANCE IS RESPONSIBILITY •

LG. 1 ITEM $ 6.
| Add Breadslicks For Only S2 00 I
I
Good At All,
• Coupon
Participating
Expires
'2/29/96
Locations •

to**

| FREE DELIVERY !

I 352-5166 j

-

-SHAPE UP or SHIP OUT
ROWING TEAM INFO NIGHT
TUES. FEB 6.9PM BA 110

1996 TAS ELECTRONICS Girt Search
to be held at Connie Mac's 2/6 a 2/13
Registration starts at 8:00pm
Qualifying rounds for ultimata
winner of Bahamas Trip, car stereo.
TV Production & promotional opportunity
For Data's Can: (419) 867-7788
Ask tor Derrick
Acid Jazz. (As'id Jaz. n.) definition syncopated
music melted from traditions! freestyle jazz improviskmal styles and contemporary, hip-hop
rhythms: jazz in the present tense.
Applaud Your Body
Come experience the media Influences
on
you/ body and how lo counteract
society's negative messages. Learn
new lee hnlquee to Improve your life.
Feb.e-MacEaet-epm
For more Informellon
I mill «i HI
Are you a young, art, appreciating tree spiritalienated from an Increasingly repressive sodety?
Embrace rebelkoni Not the oxymoronic conformity of an increasingly main stream 'alternative' society, not the schlock-rock we left in another decade (for good reason), but the true
mtervision and voice of today's musicians making music for and about these times, our bmes.
Acid jazz is the bridge between high brow
'straight-ahead* jazz that somenmea seems
exceisioie only D our elders and elevators
Upstairs at the Junction on Monday nights,
youll hear your new favorite music. Try It, you'l
like It.
ATTENTION MINORITY STUDENTS
Get Ready for Operation: MORE
Mmon ty Career Fair
David Stanford oil speak:
Monday, Feb. 12th, 7pm, I12BA
■How to get the MOST from a Job FairATTENTION MINORITY STUDENTS

ATTENTION MINORITY STUDENTS
Gel Ready for Operation: MORE
Minority Career Fair
Come get a FREE Resume Diskll
Come get a FREE Resume Diakfl
Come get e FREE Resume Diskll
310 Student Services-2 2451 details
ATTENTION MINORITY STUDENTS

CALL NOW
SENIOR PORTRAITS
SENIOR PORTRAITS
SENIOR PORTRAITS
Last session for senior portraits
Donl be left out ol your graduating
class's 1996 Key yearbook.
Call 372-6086 now to schedule a silling.
CATCH THE SPIRITI
RUSH GAMMA PHI BETA
Tuea. Feb. 6,6:00-8:45 and 900-9:45
Thure. Feb. 7,8.00-8:45 and 9:00-9:45
THE SPIRIT NEVER DCSII
DAYTONA 1134/person for 7 nights, 1124
for 6 nights. Stay beachfront In the heart ol
SPRING BREAKI call 1-800-868-742],
DAYTONA BEACH SPRING BREAKI
Break away to the hottest action in Florida
where guys meet girls' New motel on fte
ocean. AAA-ated. beech volleyball, free MTV.
Pool and wet bar open 24 hours. Donl be left
out of this Special Promotion-Call
1-800-682-0919.
DONT KNOW WHAT TO GET YOUR LOVED
ONE FOR
VALENTINE'S DAY?
ARE YOU LOOKING FOR A GREAT GIFT AT
A
GOOD PRICE?
UAO 6 HSA WILL BE SELLING BALLOON
BOUOUETS
IN THE UNIONFOYER FEB 12 14 1MM-4PM
WE WILL DEL IVE R ONCAMPUSMI
???-S CALL 372-7164 FOR INFO
CASH. CHECK. OR BURSAR
ENJOY A SUMMER OF
ENRICHMENT AND FUNIII
"A Summer in Mexico Program"
4 weeks in Guadalajara and t m Mexico City. 6
firs credit in two courses on Mexican culture.
There is no substitute lor positive experience
than to travel through cultural realities of Ancient and Modem Mexico. For more information call Professor Andrade 372-7119.

Preferred Properties

CAMPUS POLLYEYES
FEBRUARY SPECIAL - LARGE SPECIALTY
PIZZA FOR THE PRICE OF A MEDIUM. IN8QE ONLY.
FREE FINANCIAL AID!
Over fa Billion in public and private sector
grants A scholarships is now available. AI students are eligible regardless ol grades, income, or parents Income. Let us help. CaN
Student Financial Services: 1-800-263-6495
ext.F55444.
INTRAMURA1S ENTRIES DUE: MEN'S.
WOMEN'S, COED CURLING - FEBRUARY
13: COED WHIFFLEBALL - FEBRUARY 28;
MEN'S. WOMEN'S. COED VOLLEYBALL c MARCH 6 PICK UP ENTRY FORMS IS 130
UNIVERSITY FIELD HOUSE. ALL ENTRIES
DUE BY 4 OOPM ON DUE DATE.
Mas Bowling Green
Scholarship Pageant
Frt. Feb. 9 ©730pm
Lanhan Grand Ballroom
Students $2.00 Adults SS 00
Sponsored by RSA, IFC, USG.UAO.
Hard Bodies Gym, BG Balloons
For more information contact Steve or
Janet at 2-2343.

USG-USG-USG-USG
You can change the face of BGSU!
Apply for 1996-1997
USG PreekJent, Vlce-Preeldent, or
1 Large Senoloc
•Petiaona for candidacy available
Feb. 5 in 405 Student Servicee
•Peneons due Feb. 14 at 12 p m
In 405 Student Servtoea
'Mandelory meeting lor all cants dales
on the 2nd floor lounge ol Student Services
on Feb.14
Water magic -- Swimming program addraaaing
adults leer ol the weter. Beginning Feb. 27th at
Student Rec Center. Tues 4 Thurs 9-10pm. 8
classes. Sign-up avail at Rec Center. Cad
372-2711.
What makes quality time?
Quality friends, quality music.
quality beer. Share w/ us et the Junction
Monday nights and see what we mean
Women's rurjy Info meeting
Wed. Feb. 7.206 ED. BLDG
7:00 pm Questions, can
Heather or Rachel at 372-4545

Monday Nights at the Junction
You'i say: 'Oh. so this is add Jazz.'
NERF BALL GIVE A WAY
The 1st 100 people at the Mans B-Bal game
vs. Central Michigan will receive one.
Don't Miss It"
Wed. Feb. 7 ©7:30pm
Anderson Arene
sponsored by UAO -2-7164

Operition: MORE
Minority Career Fair
Wednesday, February leth
1:00-5:00 PM
Grand Ballroom
Bring a Resume - Bring a Frtendll
Summer Jobs, permanent hire, internships
2-2451 detsils

PANAMA CITY BEACH, FLORIDA
Join UAO on Spring Break -96
$271 Hotel 6 Transportation
$181 Hotel Only
$125 due when you sign up
FINAL PAYMENT DUE 2-23-96
Sign-ups @ SAO office 0 2-7164
SENIORS
SENIORS
SENIORS
LAST WEEK FOR SENIOR PORTRAITS
H you are graduating in May or August call The
KEY yearbook office el 372-8066 now to
schedule your sitting. $6 fee can be charged
through the bursar.
Sick ol kiddies and amateur drunks puking on
your shoes? Junction Monday nights: No Kids,
NoPuke.NoKiddingl
Spnng Break Panama City Beach Florida from
$M per person per week. Tiki Beech Bar,
Huge Beachside hot tub. Free information
1-800-488-8828.
SPRING BREAK '96 With only 1 week to
liv.-DON'T BLOW mi BOOK NOWII
GUARANTEED LOWEST PRICES! Florida 4
Pedre $109. Bahamas $359. Jamalca/Cancun $399. Organize a groupTRAVEL FREEH FOR FREE INFO: SunSplaah Toure 1-$00-486-7710.
Spring Break One Slop Shopping!! I
All destinations, most lour companies.
Tired of searching every bulletin board?
Save Time'" Call Jm 352-8641 today"'

Take the Lead...
Become a Campua Tour Guide!
Appllcitlone are available In
110 McFall Center Jan. 29-Feb.e
If you have any questions call
372-9866.
Think ahead to Spring Break'
Buy your tanning package now * save"
Save $5 001 Campua Tanning 352-7869
U 2 can be in the Irish Club
BGSU Hah Club
Meeting Tues 930 BA 103
Everyone Welcome"I
USG t UAO encourage all students to
parocipale in the BGSU Town Meetings
w/ President Ribeau
101 Olacamp
Tuea Feb. 6 ©9pm
VOICE YOUR OPINION!
BE THE LEADERS OF THIS INSTITUTION'
USG-USG'USG-USG
Have your voice heard!
Attend USG a General Assembly
Mon Feb Set 7:30 In lUOtscamp
Address your concerns to YOUR leaders
of the student body.
You can make a difference'
USG-USG-USG-USG

530 S. Maple St. 352-9378

1515E. WoosterSt.
Check us out

Diswasher needed IMMEDIATELY)
Some days, some nights. Apply at 8G Country
Club 923 Fairview Ave. 352-3100.
Earn Extra Moneyl Need delivery drivers for
the holiday. Use your own vehicle. Paid per
stop. Attend informational meeting. Feb. 7. S
p.m. at Ken's Flower Shop. Perrysburg. 140
W.S.Boundry. 674-1333.

1 male Subieaser needed immediately Split
electric 4 phone. Own room. 354-7030, Chria
and Chad.

HOME TYPISTS
PC Users needed. $45,000 income potential
Call 1-800-513-4343 Exl B 9849.

2 Subieasers needed immediately! Nice
apartment located on 4th St $l7S/month. Call
352-6421 ask lor twkki or eel 674.5869 dayImp. 666-5427 eflere p m

If you are looking to gain experience in Marketing. Management. Sales, or General Business
cal OTP at 1-600-356-5967. QTP is currently
hiring motivated students to ID positions m
Maumee, Sylvsnia. Perrysburg, and Toledo
Earn$7,000410.000 while gaining a possible
internship. Positions are Tilled on a first come
first serve basis

Female roommate needed lor 96'97 school
year. Call Angle 354 5308
Female Roommate lor May-August. $300 plus
electric. Ckise to campus. Own room. Call
354-5021 ask lor Beth.
Female roommate needed lor Fall 98 andAx
Spring '97. Good location and good price.
353-9077'eak for Rachel
Female Subieaser needed. Clean, quiet, $
non-smoking. Close to campus.

353-5074, Kelly.
Female Subieaser needed ASAP
Non-smoker, own room, very quiet,
very low utl. 4 rent Call 352 5423
Female lo sublease immed 2 bdrm. apt. Nonsmoker. Summit Terrace Apt. Very Nee.
$162/mo. Call 352 9135 or 419-639-2468.
Male or female subieaser from now until May.
$22S/mo. Close to campus. Electnc 6 phone
only. Very nice apt. Cal 353-3212.
Needed 4 roommates for summer.
May 19-Aug 16 Call either Jenny O
372-5943 or Michelle © 372-5942.
Rmte. wanted 96 97 schoofyoer.
$170/mo. No uS. Own room. Ask lor Chris or
Mercy 352-6724.
SUBLEASEI
Very large bedroom
$i KMnonaY Available now.
Call 353 2705
Subieaser needed Spring Semester. 109 1f2
N. Main St. $16S/mo . elec Across from
Tuxedo. 353-3474.
Summer Subieaser Needed
Own Room. Hi II sdaleApts. lots of space
brand new. Call Tom © 372-6696

HELP WANTED
$ Cruise Ships Hiring' Students Neededl $$$ .
Free Travel (Caribbean. Europe, Hawaii)
Seeaonal/Permanent, No Exper. Necessary.
Gde. 019-029-4398 ext C0173
$100,000 FIRST YEAR commissions possible
We need recruiters, trainers, and managers
24 hour recorded message 1 600-289-5665

Office Cleaning evenings
12-15hrs. per week. Own transportation
required. Call 352-5622

1 600-676-6386.

FOR RENT
1 bdrm ♦ urj. In small house. Near campus.
Call Kevin 353 4616
2 bdrm house. 236 Troop Si Available May 15.
1996 - May 15, 1997. S750 . uM/moALI.
NFW.washer/dryei. Qarage 352 68*7 eve.
2 Female rmmta. needed for summer
session. $250 lor enbre summer. Close
lo campus. Call 354-4191
3 bdrm. Baldwin St. ALL NEW. washer/dryer,
garage Avail May 15 1996 - May IS, 1997.
$950 . utjlymo 352-6647 eve.
353-0325 • Carry Rentals
Apartments for 96-97 school year
300 block olE Merry 9,12.15month leases.
APT. SUBLEASER NEEDED IMMEDIATELY!
$170.00 MO
CALL 1-419353-2002 OH 1-216-326-2530
Ef'ic 1 6 2 bdrm. apts. in houses.
12 mo. leases only slarbng m May. Steve
Smith 352 8917. (no calls alter 9:00pm).
Houses, 1 & 2 bedroom Furnished apis.
1 year, 9 month, and summer leases

Call 352-7454
LOOK! 704 Flhh St.
Call 352-3445.
Sign 9,12 mo., or Summer leases.
Now Available/ 1 bdrm. fum t unturn. ape),
Cofy coltagecharm. 1 block from campus.
FREE gas heat, water, sewer. Pets permitted.
Call Newlove Renlals 352 5620 (Our only ol"»■)

Our Irm is looking for individuals who want to
gain comprehensive management experience
next summer. Earn $6,000$ 10,000 per summer. Positions available throughout OH, Ml, IN,
Including Cleveland. Columbus, Youngstown,
Cintinnatl, and more. 8O0-S8 7-1960
Seasonal employment available as a
whuewater raft guide *n WV. Exper-ence
not requireed. Must be 19 years old. be
a non-smoder, and have first aid and CPR.
Contact North American River Runners
PO Box 81. H ico WV 25654
600 950-2585 EOE
Summer business. Are you an entrepreneur?
Great opportunity, low start up cost, management Mining Earn up to $800 per week. Vehicle req. Call Greenland Irrigation
1-800-361-4074.
TEACH ENGLISH IN KOREA
Positions available every month. Bachelor degree required. $l8,0OO-24.0O0/yr. Accom, airfare & benefits Send resume, copy of diploma
6 copy of passport to Bok Ji Corp Chun Bang
BJdg.. 154-13 Samsung Dong. Kangnam Gu,
Seoul, Korea. TEL: 011-822-555-5627 FAX:
011-622-552-4320.
Toledo Auto Auction
Part-time help needed
Inquire at 9797 Freemonl Pike m
Perrysburg. every day except Wednesday
TRAVEL ABROAD AND WORK
Make up to $25-45/hr teaching basic conversational English m Japan, Taiwan, or S. Korea
No teaching background or Asian languages
required. For information call. (208) 971-3570
QXLJSS443.
Volunteer tutors needed
Heights. Tues. A Thurs.
.352-7534.

at Perrysburg
58 p.m. Cal

Wanted 100 Students!
Lose 8-100 lbs New/metabolism
technology. I tost 12lbs. In 3 wks.
Guaranteed. Results $35-50 MC/Visa
1 800-256-7515.

$1750 weekly possible mailing our circulars.
No experience required. Begin now. For infcaaj 301-306-1207.

FOR SALE

250 Counselors A Instructors neededl
Private, coed summer camp in Pocono Mtns .
NE Pennsylvania Lohikan. Box 234BG,
Ketwworth. NJ 07033(908) 276-0998.

•05 Gary Fisher Rangitoio w/ Trek Shock EL.
Many new parts; includes helmet, shorts, jersey 1 gloves, $S00. 2 MIX 10" subwoofers.
MTX 10' Bandpass enclosure, i mo. ok).
e3OQ.Cei2.12a7.

500 SUMMER CAMP OPPORTUNITIES IN
NY. PA. NEW ENGLAND. Choose from over
40 camps Instructors needed: Tennis. Basebal. Hockey, Rollerblade. Soccer. Lacrosse.
Softball. Volleyball, Basketball. PE Mjaora. Education Majors, Gymnastics. English Riding.
Lileguard. WSI, Water-skiing. Sailing, Windsurfing. Fitness, Archery, Ml. Biking, pioneering, Rockdimbing, Ropes, Dance. Piano Ac
compamest, Dramatics. Ceramics, Jewelry.
Woodshop. Photography. Radio, Nature, RNe.
Chats, Food Service. Arlene 1-800-443 6426;
516-433-6033.

12 s 60 Hallmark mobile home, unique barnsided sitenor. sprayed ceilings, garden lub.
New furnace, water heater, door insulation.
end back door. Must see interior to appreciate
Asking 16500 Only 10 miles torn BG. Lawn
Pale. »M |Wes ion). 669-3810

ALASKA EMPLOYMENT
Fishing Industry
Earn up a) *3,0OO46,O00. per month Room 4
Boardl Transportation! MalwFemele No experience necesaaryl (206)971-3510 eat
AS5442.

Spring Break Bahamas Party Cruise1 7 Days
*27gi Includes IS Meala a 6 Free Pamesi
Great Beaches/Nightlilel Leaves From Fl.
Lauderdelel
httpyAwww.springbreaktravel.com
1-6u0-676«386

One bedroom apartment
AVAILABLE NOW

Call 354-6600
Stop by and check us out.
1 end 2 bedroom apartments
lum. and unfum. and campus shuttle1
Wmihrop Terrace
352-9135
TWO ROOMS IN BG FOR GRADUATE STU
DENTS
SHARE LARGE HOUSE, FIREPLACES,
QUIET
$195.00 PE R MONTH . UTILITIES
CALL 352-5523 LEAVE MESSAGE

VALENTINES
VALENTINE'S DAY LOVE NOTES
Let your valentine know
how much you cere!
Look tor the order term in
TODAY'S BGNEWSH
DEADLINE: Fn. Feb. 9
PUBLICATION: Wed, Feb 14

DELUXE APARTMENTS
843 Sixth & 709 Fifth
• 2 Bedroom unfurnished
• 2 Full Baths
• Dishwashers
• Ample Off Street
Parking

NEWIPVE
Rentals

328 S. Males
(our only office))

352-5620

Spring Break I Panama City 11 Oeya Room With
Kitchen $119! Walk To Best Bars' 7 Nighis In
Key West *258i Cocoa Beach Hilon (Great
Beaches-Near Disney) $1691 Dayrona $13S>
http.//www spnngbreaktravel com
1600-676-8366.

FITNESS '

February 9th-10th
7:30 pm - 7:00 am

Includes lift ticket,
rentals, and transportation

CRUISE SHIPS NOW HIRING
Earn up to $2,000 ♦/month working on Cruise
Ships or Land-Tour companies. World (ravel.
Seasonal A rull-ome employment available. No
experience necessary. For more information
ca* 1-206-971 3550 em. C5S444.

Graphic artist: Art director lor commerioal printing, etc.. flexible hours. 20vwk. flexible
w/schoolschedu^.t^hr.Cal4l9-47l-0Sli.

IvCdidl lEa^rorp JiXtoxiEilciiSm

Haven House Manor

COUNSELORS • INSTRUCTORS needed!
100 postl Ions! Coed summer camp. Pocono
aWne. PA. Good salary* I pel (906) 669-3339.

WANTED

Mfloflmflglhij, SLtaamg
mil

Only «k*5.00

CALL NOW
SENIOR PORTRAITS
SENIOR PORTRAITS
SENIOR PORTRAITS
Donl look lor a job before you have your
senior portrait taken. Call 372-6066 now to
schedule a sitting. Lest chance this year.

Only 025.00
Includes lift ticket
and transportation

BURSARABLE: sign up in the Student Activities Office

Perrysburg Area
Fitness Club Needs a
Aerobic Instructor.
Includes Weekends
and Weekdays
(Mornings). Must Have
a Fitness Background
and Current CPR FirstAid Certification. If
Interested, Call Shelly
174-8442
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For Mof Info, coll 2-7164
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